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We study two interesting new bundles over the universal cosmos fi (or maximal 
isotropic space-time), which may be physically applicable. The treatment is from a 
homogeneous vector bundle point of view and uses the notation and some of the 
results of the treatment in Papers I-III (S. M. Paneitz and I. E. Segal, J. Funct. 
Anal. 47 (1982), 78-142; 49 (1982), 335414; 54 (1983), 18-22)) of conventional 
bundles over R. The “spannor” bundle deforms into essentially the usual spinor 
bundle as a conformally invariant parameter that may be interpreted as the space 
curvature becomes arbitrarily small. From a Minkowski space standpoint, however, 
the spannors involve a nontrivial action of space-time translations that deforms into 
a trivial action in the spinor limit and also have more complex transformation 
properties under discrete symmetries. 
Also studied are the “plyors,” consisting of the dual to the bundle product of the 
spannors with themselves. Composition series for the spannor and plyor section 
spaces are treated, relative to the conformal group, and irreducible subquotients are 
identified with certain that occur in conventional bundles. In particular, factors 
corresponding to the Maxwell and massless Dirac equations, and which may 
represent certain of the observed elementary particles, are determined. A gauge and 
conformally invariant nonlinear coupling between spanners and plyors, constituting 
essentially a generalization of that used in quantum electrodynamics, is developed, 
and an associated invariant nonlinear partial differential equation is derived. 
Covariant and causal quantization for spannors (as fermions) and plyors (as 
bosons) is formulated algebraically. 
The present treatment is basically mathematical, but physical motivations and 
possible interpretations are briefly noted. 0 1987 Academic Press, 1nc. 
INTRODUCTION 
This article continues the program of development of mathematical 
models for fundamental physical systems described by Paneitz and Segal 
[7], which will be referred to as Papers I-III, and associated publications. 
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The basic philosophy has been the reconstruction of physical theory on a 
mixed axiomatic-constructive basis, starting from very general widely 
accepted principles on the one hand and relating them to some of the most 
effective specific models, such as the Maxwell equations for photons and 
the Dirac equation for electrons, on the other. 
A starting point for cosmological investigation was the analysis of the 
implications of causality and symmetry for the structure of space-time. The 
proposal that reference space-time consists of the maximal spatially and 
temporally isotropic 4-dimensional causally structured manifold, fi 
-in which Minkowski space M0 and the de Sitter spaces are canonically 
imbedded-led to the proposal [S, I] that the cosmological red shift is not 
a Doppler effect, but that the energy loss is properly represented by the 
difference between the natural energies in fi and M,. The empirical 
effectiveness of this proposal (cf. [IO], and references therein) indicates its 
physical reality and that $I rather than M, or some other space is 
appropriate for other physical considerations as well-gravity, elementary 
particles, etc. 
The general manifold and bundle-theoretical setting was set forth in 
Papers I-III and applied to the specification of close analogs in 6l to con- 
ventional particle models in M,. Interesting phenomena were discovered, 
leading to progress in the theory of nonlinear wave equations [ 181, 
applications to constructive quantum field theory [19], and a reinter- 
pretation of gravity deriving from natural specifications of Mach’s Principle 
and the Equivalence Principle in 6I [8, III], among others. The results 
confirmed a position that formed a point of departure for Papers I-III, 
to the effect that the thrust of decades of theoretical investigation into 
particles and fields is that they are appropriately and fundamentally 
represented by induced bundles on causally oriented space-times (or 
equivalently, by representations of causal transformation groups [21]). 
However, it could be questioned whether the types of fields that appear 
fundamental in M, and on which conventional relativistic analysis is based 
are entirely natural in a. In some cases, such as photons, represented by 
Maxwell’s equations, there would appear to be no such question, because 
of the close and natural association of Maxwell’s equations in M, and A- 
indeed, @I could be defined virtually as the maximal space-time to which 
Maxwell’s equations extend canonically from M,. But it would appear 
arbitrary and unnatural from the standpoint of R as the putatively fun- 
damental space-time to insist that all physical fields are similar extensions. 
For only those bundles on fi are extensions from corresponding conven- 
tional bundles that transform trivially by the liftup to A of space-time 
translations in M,. More specifically, a homogeneous vector bundle on M, 
is determined by a representation of the isotropy subgroup L’ of the group 
G(M,) consisting of the universal (in fact, 2-fold) cover of the group of all 
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causality-preserving transformations on MO. Thus, e’ is the 7-parameter 
group consisting of the 2-fold cover of the homogeneous Lorentz group, 
augmented by scaling. On $I homogeneous vector bundles are similarly 
determined, but the isotropy subgroup is 1 l-dimensional, having connected 
component isomorphic to the universal cover P of the scaling-extended 
connected Poincare group. Every representation of z’ extends to a 
representation of P simply by defining it as unity on the Poincare space- 
time translations, etc., so that, as stated, every homogeneous bundle on M, 
is simply the restriction to M0 of a corresponding one on all of M. But in 
undertaking to develop a model for fundamental physics in M, it would be 
artificial to ignore the many representations of P that are not of this form. 
On the other hand, the success of relativistic theory as an approximation 
and partial model indicates that the nontrivial actions on elementary par- 
ticle wavefunctions of the liftups to M of space-time translations in M, are 
probably of a lesser order of magnitude than the nontrivial actions of t’. 
Now it happens that there exists a very natural representation for P that 
satisfies this constraint and in addition closely approximates the spin 
representation of P (which is defined as the liftup of the spin representation 
of e’ to ? in the manner indicated). This “spannor” representation is more 
closely connected with causality than the spin representation and essen- 
tially deforms into it in the limit of vanishing space curvature (a confor- 
mally invariant quantity!) in $I. Briefly, P has a natural representation by 
4 x 4 matrices that represents geometrically its imbedding, as essentially the 
connected causal group of M,, into the connected causal group of M-the 
latter being locally isomorphic to SU(2, 2); cf. [6,9]. 
It thus appears natural for physics in M to take as fundamental fermions 
these spanners rather than conventional spinor or Dirac particles. This 
might appear to beg the further question of the structure of fundamental 
bosons, leading to an undesirable proliferation of hypotheses. However, 
the extension to the present context of the basic ideas of quantum 
electrodynamics (QED), which has been the chief prototype in modern 
field theory, specifies this structure. These bosons are taken as sections of 
the plyor bundle, consisting of the bundle dual of the tensor product of the 
spannors with themselves. 
Thus the present article is focussed on the spannor and plyor bundles. In 
order to correlate empirical elementary particle results with the spannor- 
plyor analysis, it is necessary to associate irreducible subquotients in the 
spannor-plyor section spaces with conventional relativistic elementary par- 
ticles. These “factors” are determined group-theoretically, and as abstract 
group representations are among the factors of the section spaces of the 
bundles induced from irreducible representations of P, which were treated 
in Papers I-III. Restriction of the sections of the latter bundles to M, as 
imbedded in M then yields conventional relativistic bundles. Their har- 
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manic analysis relative to the Poincare group then indicates the iden- 
tification of the elementary constituents in conventional relativistic terms. 
However, the spannor and plyor bundles are induced from indecomposable 
representations of P. While their factors are group-theoretically equivalent 
to those of certain of the bundles treated in Papers I-III, the overall section 
spaces are built up from the factors in a considerably more complicated 
way. In neither case is the section space completely reducible, and so 
deviates from the simple direct sum of elementary constituents that forms 
the implicit reference system in conventional relativistic analysis. In terms 
of this reference system, the indecomposability of the spannor and plyor 
kinematics already involves transformations between different factors. 
Physically, this represents “particle production,” in a manner that is both 
conformally invariant and causal. Such processes would conventionally be 
observed as being dynamical and have previously been modelled only in 
terms of local nonlinear partial differential equations, in the relativistic 
regime. A corresponding nonlinearity is also present here, and as a first 
approximation should locally dominate the indecomposability effect, which 
is of the same order as the space curvature. In the deformation limit as this 
curvature vanishes, the complete reducibility of conventional theory is 
attained and the only dynamical process is that arising from a nonlinear 
local Lagrangian. 
Correlation with experiment will surely require a series of tentative 
assignments and computations of a rather special and different character 
from the present work and will not be treated here, except for preliminary 
aspects of quantization. This leads naturally to a restriction to the real 
spannor and plyor bundles. In factors representative of stable particles, 
complex structures are uniquely introducible on the basis of positive-energy 
considerations and are essential for the particle interpretation. There are in 
addition tachyonic factors that admit no appropriate complex structure, 
and there is in any event no complex structure in even the stable portion of 
either bundle that is appropriate for all stable constituents. The complex 
structures are important, but must be determined by stability and 
invariance considerations within the real factors, when they exist. 
There is a natural spannor-plyor trilinear interaction Lagrangian, non- 
parametric except for scale, which is “strong” in the sense of remaining in 
the vanishing space curvature limit, relative to the “weak” effect of the 
indecomposability. Here “strong” and “weak” are respectively more and 
less inclusive than the same terms in physical usage. The spannor-plyor 
coupling is gauge-invariant and determines a nonlinear partial differential 
equation. This effectively imbeds the equations of quantum electrodynamics 
in more comprehensive dynamics, which moreover is conformally invariant 
when particle masses are interpreted in accordance with a specific form of 
Mach’s principle. Such considerations are beyond the scope of the present 
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article, but are to the effect hat the inertial (or empirically observed) mass 
of a particle consists in major part of its interaction energy with the 
background universe, whose state will not be at all conformally invariant, 
even when the fundamental dynamical equations are such (cf. [8, III]). 
While the goal of connection with empirical physics has been an essential 
one here, equally essential has been that of formulating in conceptually 
simple mathematical terms some of the underlying relatively mature 
theoretical ideas. In part, our program could be described as an extension 
of Wigner’s classic formulation [ 171 of relativistic particles as irreducible 
unitary positive-energy representations of the Poincare group to one in 
which the causal group of $I is substituted for the Poincare group, which is 
the causal group of MO (apart from scaling, excluded in Wigner’s analysis). 
But the bundle aspect, or essentially equivalently the transformation group 
aspect, is no less essential than the pure group representation aspect, and 
physically more fundamental. The spatiotemporal labelling of vectors in the 
induced representation spaces is necessary for the concept of a local 
interaction to be meaningful, and effectively necessary for the treatment of 
the closely related issue of causality. An interesting example of this is the 
difference between the natural models for the electron and muon neutrinos 
that emerge. As abstract unitary representations of G these models 
are identical, but the two neutrinos occur in very different, bundle- 
inequivalent, places in the spannor section space. In physical terms, their 
spatiotemporal configurations are different. 
The earlier literature on the mathematics of fundamental particle theory 
contains an extensive variety of observations, physical interpretations, etc. 
This literature is far too vast to be adequately referenced here, even if its 
influence could be objectively analyzed. We apologize in advance for citing 
only such work as has fairly directly and consciously influenced the 
following, apart from the following works in the theoretical physical 
literature. These provide useful physical orientation and introductions to 
the general literature and alternative terminologies. Mack and Salam [S] 
treat conformally invariant fields in Minkowski space or its compac- 
tilication, and especially the problem of broken symmetry required by the 
existence of mass. I. T. Todorov et al. [ 121 give a comprehensive treatment 
of “euclidean” conformal harmonic analysis, which they have since 
developed further in the Lorentzian case. 
For orientation purposes it should be noted that the spannor-plyor 
system is quite a general one, and that the essential concepts are equally 
applicable to the universal cover of the Shilov boundary of an arbitrary 
hermitian symmetric space with semisimple isometry group. The injection 
into the minimal causally locally equivalent compact form of the space of 
the causal group of the flat space causally equivalent via a generalization of 
the Cayley transform to a dense open submanifold of this compact form 
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defines an analog to the present half-spannor representation. In general 
there is no special relation between spannors and spinors, as there is in the 
4-dimensional case treated here. 
XVI. SPANNOR FIELDS 
16.1. Technical Preliminaries and Notation 
We use the notation of Papers I-III, some of which is here recalled. 
GL+(2, C) denotes the subgroup of GL(2, C) consisting of elements having 
positive determinant. The standard decomposition of an element g in 
CL + (2, C) is that of the form g = ah, where a is a positive scalar and 
h E SL(2, C); if a = e’, we also write g = t x h, representing GL’(2, C) as 
R’ x SL(2, C). P denotes the universal (actually, 2-fold) cover of the 
11-dimensional scaling-extended connected Poincare group. P has a stan- 
dard presentation as the semidirect product of GL+(2, C) with the additive 
group H(2) of all complex hermitian 2 x 2 matrices, the action of the 
element T of GL+(2, C) on the element F of H(2) being F+ TFT*. Alter- 
natively, the element t x L of R’ x SL(2. C) carries F into e’LFL*. Note 
that the scaling operation in Minkowski space, .Y + kxj, where k is a 
positive constant, is represented by the scalar matrix k”’ in CL + (2, C). 
It will be convenient to use to different, but conjugate, presentations of 
the fudamental hermitian forms in C4. The first form is that which 
corresponds directly to the presentation of G as SU(2, 2). Specifically, if .Y 
and y are vectors in C4, with components indexed by the subscripts 
1, 2, 3, 4, then 
The second form, distinguished by a prime, is 
The group of complex 4 x 4 matrices leaving invariant this form will be 
denoted as Su’(2,2) or G’. 
We recall that TE G’ if and only if QTQ ~ ’ E G, where 52 = 2 - “*( _ : : ), 
where 1 stands for the unit matrix in 2 dimensions (more generally, 1, will 
denote the unit matrix in n dimensions, but the subscript n will be omitted 
when clear from the context). With the notation J= (: -y), where 0 is 
defined similarly to 1, there are the following relations between the forms 
and groups involved here: 
0) <x,Y>= <Jx,Y); <-K,Y>‘= (1~4x,~) (y4=C 3); 
(ii) If T is a given complex 4 x 4 matrix, then TE G if and only if 
T*JT = J: 
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(iii) ((x, y))‘= ((Ox, 0~)) = (!X’JSZx, y); 
(iv) TE G’ if and only if T*J’T = J’, where J’ = s2-‘JsZ = (y A). 
Complex linear transformations leaving invariant a given hermitian form 
(such as (( ., . )) or (( ., ))‘) will be called quasi-unirary; those leaving 
such a form invariant within a constant nonvanishing factor, projective(@) 
quasi-unitary; antilinear or in general semilinear transformations with 
similar properties will be designated by the prefixes anti or semi 
16.2. The Half-Spannor Representations of P 
We define the “front” and “back” half-spannor representations’ 2’ in 
two alternative forms, which are relatively abstract and concrete. Recall 
from I that the connected component GO, of the subgroup G-, of G fixing 
the element -ZE U(2) is isomorphic to P. For arbitrary gEGO[, let g’ 
denote Sz-‘gQ; then for suitable 2 x 2 matrices gk, 
g’ = cl, g;, 
( > 0 t&2. 
Then Zf( g), where d is any fixed real number, is defined by the equation 
and ,I: is called the front half-spannor representation of ?. More con- 
cretely, writing the standard presentation of P as the semidirect product of 
GL+(2, C) with H(2) asg= T 2 F, with TEGL+(~, C) and FeH(2), then 
T 
c;(g) = 
(i/2) FT*-’ 
0 T*-l > 
(det T)d. 
Note also that for gE GO,, Z,+(g) = Sz-‘gQ. Recall in this connection 
Lemma 2.1.3 (I, p. 85), according to which if g = (: i) E G -,, then 
a-‘ga= 
A-B B-C (i/2) ePfi2FL*-’ 
0 e L -t/2 *-1 . 
Thus the standard isomorphism of P into G is of the form 
T % F-+QZ,+(g)Q2’ (g= T ii: F). 
’ “Front” and “back” would more commonly be called “positive” and “negative” in the 
mathematical literature, but this terminology is somewhat arbitrary, and in potentially confus- 
ing relation to positive and negative energy considerations. “Front” and “back” suggests the 
relation to space inversion and avoids this possible confusion, as well as that with conven- 
tional “left” and “right” spinors. 
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It is shown below that the front half-spannor representation does not 
admit the parity automorphism, nor charge conjugation. In other terms, if 
rt denotes the parity (space inversion) automorphism of P, then Zf is not 
equivalent (linearly) to the representation g + Z:(g”), and C; is not 
equivalent to its complex conjugate representation. However, it is 
equivalent to the complex conjugate of the parity transform (in con- 
sequence, it is said to “admit CP”). The back half-spannor representation 
Z; may then be defined, within equivalence, as either the parity transform 
of Z: or the complex conjugate representation. Specifically, we define it by 
the equation 
T( det T) ’ 0 
where FP denotes the parity transform of l? FP = tr F-F. Using the 
expression of FP as o,Fa, in terms of standard Pauli matrices, an 
equivalent equation is 
zU(P)=(:2 :)tiZz(g)K(:2 :) (k.=complexconjugation). 
More generally regarding representation of automorphisms, if R is a 
representation of a group G on a linear space L, and a is a given outer 
automorphism of G, R is said to be u-invariant, or admit a, or to have the 
a-representant A in case there exists a linear or semilinear transformation A 
on L such that R(g”) = A -‘R( g) A for all g E G. In the case of a complex 
space, R is said to be C-invariant, or admit C, or to have the C-represen- 
tant B in case there exists an antilinear transformation B that commutes 
with all R(g), g E G. A self-dual representation is one that is equivalent to 
its contragredient. In the specific cases of G or its covering groups, or their 
subgroups such as P, a representation is said to be parity invariant (or 
admit P) in case there exists a linear such representant for the space rever- 
sal automorphism, and to be time reversal invariant (or admit T) in case 
there exists an antilinear such representant. (These conventions regarding 
type of linearity are conventional and are natural in connection with the 
physical constraint of “positive energy,” to the effect that the generator of 
time evolution should have a nonnegative spectrum.) 
For any automorphism c( of a causal manifold, or antiautomorphism 
(i.e., smooth mapping that reverses the causal structure), the corresponding 
automorphism a of the group G,,(M), the connected causal group of IV, 
consisting of the component of the identity of the group of all causal trans- 
formations on M, is the mapping g + g”, where g”(p) = (GI-‘go:)(p), p E M. 
Note that with this notation, (g”)b = gab, if b is the automorphism 
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corresponding to a causal or anticausal automorphism b of M. By the 
essential causal group c’,(M) is meant the universal cover of G,(M), to 
which automorphisms of G,(M) lift up canonically, defining also the 
automorphism of G,(M) corresponding to a. In particular, the parity 
automorphism n of ? is that corresponding to the space reversal operation 
P on H(2), and the time reversal automorphism 5 is that corresponding to 
the time reversal operation T on H(2). 
The actions of discrete symmetries on the half-spannor representations 
are summarized by 
THEOREM 16.1. The front and back half-spannor representations each 
admit a T, but no P or C. 
The back half-spannor representation is similar to the parity transform of 
the front half-spannor representation. The back half-spannor representation is 
also similar to the complex conjugate of the front half-spannor represen- 
tation. 
Proof: Here (and later) the notation 6(T) = det T will be used. 
LEMMA 16.1.1. Let g = L ji: F be the standard semidirect product decom- 
position of the arbitrary element g E P, with L E CL + (2, C) and FE H(2). 
Then 
g” = L* -‘6(L) ii: FP, g’=L*-‘6(L) ii FT 
(Fp = tr F- F, Fr = F- tr F). 
Proof of Lemma. This is facilitated by the following identities used in I: 
(1) For arbitrary LEGL+(~, C), L*+‘=a,&,6(L)-‘; 
(2) For arbitrary HEH(~), HP=ozI!ig2, HT= -0~l70,. 
Now recalling that g(H) = LHL* + F, it follows that 
= L*-‘HL-‘G(L)+ FP, 
using (1) and (2). It follows that g” is as stated in Lemma 16.1.1. 
Inthecaseoft,g(HT)=L(--a,H~,)L*+F;~=-Eo,Ho,E*+~ 
tgWT)) = -a&&HazL* +F) o2 = (az&) H(oJ*a,)-a,%,. 
Thus g’ is also as stated in the lemma. 
LEMMA 16.1.2. ForaNgE~,~-(g)=~~+(gn)17-‘, whereZ7=(-! i). 
Proof: By straightforward computation. 
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LEMMA 161.3. The positive spanners admit T, with representant 
T= (2 :*) K, which is unique within a constant real factor (K = complex 
conjugation). 
Proof: Assuming that there is a T that is representable in the form 
T= RK, where R E GL(4, C), the condition on R is 
L R (i/2) FL*-’ 
0 L*-l 
Now writing R = /I R,(I (i, j= 1, 2) where the R, are 2 x 2 matrices, this 
equation becomes 
( 
6(L) L*-’ (i/2) FTL6(L)-’ R,, Rlz 
= 
0 Ls(L)-’ )(R,, R,,)’ 
Taking the case L = I, it follows that R,, = R,, = 0. Next taking the case 
that L E SL(2, C) and F= 0, it follows that for arbitrary L E SL(2, C), 
R r, I= L* ~ ‘R, , , Rzr L* ’ = LRz2. For these equations to be satisfied, Rii 
must have the form c,(T~, where the ci are nonvanishing constants, 
and with these values for the R, the equations just given are satisfied. Now 
examining the case L = 1, the condition is that 
This condition is satisfied provided 
-(i/2) c;.-‘c~~~%~= (i/2) F’. 
Using Lemma 16.1.1, this gives the equation c;‘czFT=FT, or cr=c*. 
This shows that if a T exists, it is unique within a possible scalar factor. 
On the other hand, the given form for T in Lemma 16.1.3 does define a T, 
by straightforward computation, so any other T must be a constant mul- 
tiple of this one. Finally, this multiple will be a T if and only if it is real. 
LEMMA 16.1.4. The positive spannors admit no P. 
Proof. Writing R = lJR,Il as above, and taking the case that F=O and 
L is a scalar, it follows that Rlz =0 = Rzl, if R is a P for 
L+: R-IL+(g) R=Z+(g”). Now taking L to be in S(i(2), it follows that 
both R,, and R,, commute with SU(2), and hence are scalars. But no such 
matrix can transform ,Z’+(l 2 F) into C+(I 2 Fp) for all FsH(2). 
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LEMMA 16.1.5. There is no C for the positive spannors. 
Proof Writing C in the form C= KR where R is complex linear, the 
problem is then to show that there is no invertible R such that 
for all L E SL(2, C) and FE H(2). As earlier, taking the case when F= 0, it 
follows that 
IR,, = RI,L, L* -lR,, = R,,E* I. 
The condition on Rzz is equivalent to that on R,,, so it suffices to show the 
nonexistence of an invertible complex linear transformation R’ = 11 RJ on 
C2 such that LR’ = R’L for all L E SL(2, C). This is well known, or follows 
by an analysis similar to that used earlier. 
16.3. The Full Spanners and Discrete Symmetries 
The (full) spannor representation, denoted as ,Z, is defined as the direct 
sum Z+ 0 C -. Before treating its discrete symmetries, some quasi-unitarity 
and related aspects will be studied. A quasi-inner product will be said to be 
covariant with respect o a group representation on the space in question if 
it is preserved within a positive constant. 
LEMMA 16.2.1. The only quasi-inner product left covariant 611 the restric- 
tion of Z-+ to the unimodular Poincare subgroup P, is (( ., ))‘, within a 
constant factor. 
Proof: Let (( ., . ))” denote an arbitrary quasi-inner product left 
invariant by the Z;-‘(P,) and let T denote the linear operator on C4 such 
that ((x, ~7))” = ((TX, v))‘, for all vectors x and y. Then if m(g) is defined 
by the equation ((Z+(g)?c, Z’(g)y))“=m(g)((x,p))” for all gEPO and 
all x and J in C4, it follows from the equations ((Z+(g)x, C+(g))l))“= 
< TZ+(g)x, Z+(g) y))’ = ((Z’(g))’ TZ+(g)x, y))’ that Z+(g)-’ TZ+(g) 
= m(g) for all gEpO. From the definition of m( .) it follows that it is a 
character of P,, but the unimodular subgroups P, of P (i.e., the subgroup 
that preserves volumes in M,) has no measurable nontrivial chatter, so 
that m(g) = 1 for ge P,. Note now the 
SUBLEMMA 16.2.1. The only linear operators commuting with the restric- 
tion of Z + to the unimodular Poincare group are scalars. 
Proof of Sublemma. If the matrix R = l/Riilj (i, j= 1, 2) commutes with 
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all Z+(P,), the R, being 2 x 2 matrices, then for g in the homogeneous 
Lorentz group this commutativity means that for all L E SL(2, C), 
LR,, 
L*-lR,? 
It follows that LR,,= R,,L for all L and i= 1, 2, implying that the Ri, are 
scalars. For i #j it follows that LR, = R,L* - ‘, which on taking L E SU(2) 
implies that these R, are also scalars. Taking L arbitrary in SL(2, C) now 
implies that these R, vanish, so that R must be a diagonal matrix. Now 
using the commutativity with the translations in P,, it follows that R is a 
scalar matrix. 
The lemma now follows immediately from the sublemma. (The subscript 
d indicating the degree for the representation Z; has been suppressed in 
the preceding proof, in view of its immateriality here, and this usage 
continues in the following.) 
Notation. The spannor representation spaces for the full/front/back 
spannor representations will be denoted as E/X+/E--, respectively. These 
spaces will be given the canonical quasi-inner product (( ., ))’ for IS + and 
ZP, and 
((xf 0s , J’ + 0 )’ )) = ((s + , .I‘ + )) ’ + (( 5 ~. ?’ )) ’ 
in the full space Z;, the superscripts k indicating the respective components 
in E*. 
As usual, a real-linear transformation Tin a complex space will be called 
antilinear in case T(m) = ST(z) for ail complex c( and vectors z, isometric in 
case (( Tz-, Tz}) = ((z, z)>, and anti-isometric in case (( T;. Tz)) = 
-((z, z)). Vectors in E may be denoted as a complex 8-tuple (c,, . . . . z8), or 
as a 4-tuple [z’, z*, z3, ~“1 of vectors in C”, where :’ = (r,, ;?), z’= (z3, z4), 
-3 - - - z 5 ) z 6 , z ( ) 4=(z7 , I~). In these terms, e.g., for arbitrary 2 and )I’ in E, 
((z, w)) = ((z’@z2, MJ’@w*))‘@ ((z3@z4, w’@w”))’ 
= (J’(z’@z2), wJ’@rt~*)@ (5’(z3@z4), w3@w4). 
THEOREM 16.3.1. The (full) spannor representation admits the following: 
c: z + [u*Z4, a,Z3, -cT*2*, -u*?] (an antilinear anti-isometry ) 
P: ; + [_,4, -23, -z*, z’] (a linear isometry) 
T: z-+ [a,?‘, CT,?*, a2T3, up41 (an antilinear isometry ). 
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These satisfy the relations 
C==p== -T== 1; CP= -PC, CT= TC, PT= TP. 
All other C, P, and T satisfying these relations are related to the given 
(“standard’) ones by the equations C’= e’“C, P’= +P, T’= +eieT, where 8 
is an arbitrary real number. 
Proof It is straightforward to check that the given standard forms of C, 
P, and T satisfy the defining relations for these symmetries, that they trans- 
form the inner product in E as stated, and that they satisfy the indicated 
relations. It remains only to show their unicity, within the one-parameter 
family of alternate versions indicated. 
The centralizer of 1 (i.e., algebra of all linear transformations on C that 
commute with all C(g), g E P), consists of all transformations of the form 
- -+ ~$2, @z2) + P(z~@z~), where a and fl are arbitrary in C, by an L 
argument similar to one given earlier. This centralizer is invariant under K, 
and it follows that C, P, and T are unique precisely within respective fac- 
tors in the centralizer, apart from the given normalizing constraints. If C’, 
P’, and T’ are any alternative C, P, and T, they have therefore the forms 
C’ = ‘c 0 
t ) 0 c’ C, 
p’= p O p 
( ) 0 pt ’ 
T’= t 0 
( > 0 t’ 
T, 
where c, c’, p, p’, t, and t’ are Q-dimensional scalar matrices. Substitution in 
the normalizing constraints yields the conditions CC’ = 1, pp’= 1; tt’= 1; 
cep’p’ = 1 = c’E’pp; &ii’ = 1 =pp’ti’ = 1. A straightforward analysis shows 
that these conditions imply that P’= +P, and that for some real 8, 
C’ = eieC, T’ = +e”T; and that conversely any such C’, P’, and T’ satisfy 
the normalizing constraints. 
COROLLARY 16.2.1. The operator z + [z’, z*, -z’, -z”] commutes with 
all C(g), g E ?, and with T, and anticommutes with C and P. 
16.4. Spanners and 0( 2,4) Spinors 
Let the wi (i= -1, 0, 1,2,3,4) denote Clifford numbers for 0(2,4) with 
the negative of our usual metric; specifically, for indeterminates .xj, we 
require that 
(x-,0.-, +x,0,+ . . . + x404)= = -Q(x, x); 
Q(x, x) = xzm, + x; - xf -x; -x; - xi. 
THEOREM 16.4.1. The spannor representation of degree 0 is the restriction 
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to ? of the spin representation of SO(2,4), via the earlier given local 
isomorphism between SO(2,4) and SU(2, 2). 
Proof The oi will henceforth be taken in the concrete forms (unless 
otherwise indicated) 
where the y’s are the Dirac matrices used earlier. It is straightforward to 
check that different w’s anticommute and that 
&J,=Qj;= -1,; ++++1,. 
Recall now the Clifford relations for the $s: different 7, anticommute, 
and J$= --I,, $=ri=r:=14. Recall also that the infinitesimal spin 
representation of the homogeneous Lorentz group takes the form 
L, + iuj,= QP ‘LbQ (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3), where L> is the representative for L, 
in su(2, 2); cf. I and Table 1 in [S, II]. Recall finally that the spin represen- 
tation E of 0(2,4) has the infinitesimal form 
d? L,, 4 fo;o, (i,.j= -1,0,1,2,3,4). 
Now as seen in Section 16.2, z$ (g) is simply Q ~ ‘gQ for g E P. Hence 
,J$; can be extended from ? to all of G as the indicated similarity transfor- 
mation on G as SU(2, 2). Similarly, z:, can be extended from ? to all of G. 
The conclusion of the theorem, in infinitesimal form, is that dE(Z) = 
d,?l,‘(Z) 0 dZ; (Z) for all Z in the Lie algebra of P. But this last equation is 
now meaningful for all Z in the Lie algebra of G, and it is evidently suf- 
ficient to establish it for all such 2. By linearity, it suffices in turn to 
establish the equality on a basis for the Lie algebra of G, e.g., the L,. This 
means that it suffices to show that 
where the symbol rt also denotes the action of the parity automorphism on 
the Lie algebra of SCI(2,2). 
To check this equality, note first that the image of Ljk under T( is *L,,, 
with a minus sign if and only if exactly one of the indices j, k is among the 
indices 1, 2, 3. This follows from the fact that the effect of space inversion is 
to change the sign of the j-coordinates for j = 1, 2,3 and to leave them 
fixed for j= -1, 0,4, in its induced action on the projective quadric 
representing the conformal compactification of M,. Note also that for any 
matrix ( i E), where the entries are 2 x 2 matrices, 17 (2. :) n-’ = ( JB PAc). 
Using these observations, d,XP(L,,) is readily computed, with the results 
given in Table 16.4.1. 
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TABLE 16.4.1. 
jk: - 1, 0 -l,j(j= 1, 2, 3) -1.4 Other 
To complete the check, note Table 16.4.2. This table is independent of 
the representation of the J+, but to obtain explicit results comparable to 
those for some of the dZ+ (L,,), the representation used earlier (so-called 
“low-energy”) is used. 
COROLLARY 16.4.1. The C, P, and T given in Theorem 16.3.1 are also C, 
P, and T’s for the spin representation of e as locallv isomorphic to 0(2,4). 
Proof: The C, P, and T for the spin representation are determined by 
their actions on the generators $o~o,, which in turn are determined by 
their actions on the oj. These at most change in sign under the discrete 
symmetries in accordance with Table 16.4.3. Using this table it is readily 
checked that the standard C, P, and T given in the theorem transform the 
spin representation appropriately to the full group G. 
COROLLARY 16.4.2. There exists a basis in the spannor representation 
space in which the oj are real and C is just complex conjugation. 
Proof. Let S denote the matrix 22’j2( !k c), where B = (zj ‘$). Let 
WI = S-‘ojS. Then by straightforward computation, 
o.$ = oj for j = - 1, 2, and 4, 
while 
TABLE 16.4.2. 
t w,wt 
jk: - lj jk (j, k=O, 1, 2, 3) 
580.75 ‘I-2 
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TABLE 16.4.3. 
The Coefficients sj( T) in the Equation Tw, T- ’ = s,( 7’) OJ, 
Discrete symmetry 
T j: -1 0 1 2 3 4 
P I I -1 -I -I I 
T 1 -I I I I 1 
C 1 1 1 I I 1 
All of these matrices are real. Defining C’ = S ‘C’S, C’ is a conjugation 
that commutes with the twiwk and leaves the 01 fixed, as C does the w,. 
Since the w; are real and generate a total matrix algebra, C’ can differ from 
complex conjugation only by the factor f 1, and in fact using the earlier 
standard expression for C shows that C’ = K. 
COROLLARY 16.43. The local dual (cf Paper 1) to .E,, is Z ,,; 
spectfically, the bilinear form ((u, Cu’ >> is invariant under the transformation 
of u according to Z, and u’ according to Ld. 
Proof: The Z,(g) are quasi-unitary, and the Z,(g) differ from these 
only by the positive factor d(g)? Moreover, the E,(g) commute with C, 
since the generators $II~O~ of the spin representation of 0(2,4) do so. 
Hence ((u, Cu’)) is invariant under the indicated joint transformation of u 
and u’. 
COROLLARY 16.4.4. The (full) spannor bundle of degree d is (bundle- 
wise) the tensor product of the scalar bundle of weight d with the spin 
representation of e. 
Proof We refer to the curved parallelization defined in I as the 
standard curved parallelization. Let the scalar bundle of weight d be so 
parallelized. Sections then consist of smooth functions from M to the com- 
plex numbers, and such a section f( .) transforms under the element g of e 
as follows: f(x) + Rd( g*) f(d(g))’ x), where Rd is the inducing represen- 
tation and g* = x0x-‘(d(g)-’ (x)) x&r. The tensor product of this induced 
representation V, with the spin representation of c (defined as the liftup to 
e of the spin representation of the locally isomorphic group SO(2,4)) then 
has as section space the smooth functions h from M to X, and transforming 
as follows under c: h(x) -+ RAg*) C(g) h(d(g)-’ (x)), =(S(g) h)(x), say. 
Now let F denote the operator on this section space, say S, that carries 
any given section h(x) into the section Z(xx;r) h(x), where x0 is the 
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standard inducing point (I, p. 104). Let S,(g) denote the operator on S, 
S,(g) = F-IS(g) F. Explicit computation shows that for arbitrary h E S, 
(S,(g) h)(-y)= Rf(g*) W-G’) Z(g) --3d(g)-‘(.~)) ax,‘) W(g)--’ l-x)) 
=Rd(g*) ag*) h(d(g)-’ (3-J). 
But this is precisely the action of G in the standard curved parallelization. 
Remark. In explicit terms, Z(x) is given for arbitrary x E M as follows. 
We recall from I, p. 104, that M is imbedded in G in such a way that 
&X)(J) = XY if x and y are in M, the right side being group multiplication 
in G and the left side denoting the action of the element XE G on the 
element J’EM, and the use the specific imbedding given in I. M is then 
represented as R’ x SU(2), and if SE M is of the form t x V. 
C(x)=Q-‘(“‘6’“’ e-,PL,rrb.)Q. 
16.5. The Casimir in the Spannor Section Space 
The action of the quadratic Casimir of G is relevant to connections with 
partial differential equations, as well as to the spannor composition series. 
The present computation is made relatively explicit in part for later uses. 
We denote the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra I; of G as E(G), or 
simply E when the relevant group is clear from the context, and define the 
Casimir as 
C = - C e,ejL$ 
I < J’ 
= LZ ,,, + LZ ,.* + LL 1.3 + L? 1.4 + LZ ,.‘j + L;,, + Li.2 + Li.3 
- (L2 1.0 + Lf.2 + G.3 + G,, + G.4 + GA + G,,). 
We write Sd for the representation of G on spannor sections, in the tensor 
product form, Sd= V, x Z, where Vd denotes the action of G on scalar 
sections of weight d. Then dS,( L,) = dV,( L,) x I+ I x dC(L,), whence 
(ds,(L,))‘= dP’,(L,)’ x I+ 2 dV,(L,) x dZ(L,j + IX dZ(L,)‘, 
and 
dS,(C) = dV,(C) x I- 2 1 ejej dV,(L,) x dZ(L,) + Ix dZ(C). 
icj 
Now from I, 
dI’JL,) = -L, + rd( Y,,, 
where rd is the infinitesimal form of the inducing representation, and Y, 
denotes the “internal” for L, (given in I, p. 106). 
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The inducing representation R, for the scalar bundle of weight d is given 
by the equation 
RJL ii. F) = (det L)d (L E GL + (2, C), FE H(2)). 
As noted earlier, if g = ( ;! ~)EPc SU(2,2), the GL+(2, C) component L 
of g is A - B, so 
RJ( g) = [det(A - B)ld. 
Differentiating, it follows that if Y= (; f;), as represented in ~42, 2), then 
rd( Yj = d tr(a - h), so that 
dS,(L,) = -L, + d tr(a,- - b,), 
where the internal Y, of L, is expressed as (;; 2). Reference to Table VI in 
I now gives the internals explicitly. [For example, in the case of L ~~ ,. , , the 
table gives 
Ye,,, = -$.4,u, -+ 
( 
z-‘io, + ia,z z-‘io, 
-iC,Z > 0 ’ 
where 2 is the image in U(2) via the standard convering map of M by M; 
i.e., Z = ei’(uo + i CC, ujoj), where as usual we write I?= u,, + iu,. Thus 
a- 1.1= _ -:iu,u, - f(Z-%T, + io,Z) 
h -1.1 = -&‘iy. 
Noting that tr(o,Z) = 2u.jiu _ I - u,), and that tr Z = 2~4~ _, + iu,), leads 
to expressions for tr( a,- - b,) as quadratic functions of the u’s.] 
LEMMA 165.1. dV,(L,)= -Ly+dm,,uiuj, where mti= 1 if i= -1 or 0 
and j= 1,2, 3, or 4, and is orherwise 0. 
Now substituting in the expression above for dV,(C), it results that 
dV,(C) = - 1 eiejL$ 
i<J 
+ d c I&M,, + Mu,,&1 eie, 
i < j 
+d2 c eiejm$u:uT 
i<J 
(where Mg denotes the operation of multiplication by the function g). In 
this expression, the term that is independent of n vanishes by direct 
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computation, or by general theory. To treat the term linear in d, note that 
LuMg = M, L, + MLeg, so that 
C CL,M,, + M,,Lg] eiejmi, 
i < j 
= C eiejmvM+,,., + 2 C eieji?lgUiUjL,. 
icj i < J. 
Observe next 
LEMMA 16.52. xi< j eiejm,jL,i(uiuj) = -4, 
Proof: Except where mu = 0, eiej = -1, and referring to Table IV of I, 
straightforward computation yields ( j = 1, 2, 3) 
L_,,j(u_,Uj)=U~U~+Ut*(l-U~); 
L,, j(u,uj) = uz , 21,’ + 24i( 1 - 2.4,‘). 
Inserting these results into the expression in the lemma and using the 
relations ui + u: + u: + ui = 1 = UC L + u& the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 16.5.3. xi, j eiejm,iuiujL,i vanishes identically. 
Proof: Using the expressions for the L, as linear combinations of the X, 
given in Table 1 of [S, II], the negative of the expression indicated in the 
lemma becomes the sum of 8 terms in two groups of 4 each, as in the 
preceding lemma. The first 4 terms are 
which on simplification is found to equal -u _, u&Y,,. 
The remaining 4 terms, representing x4=, uOujL,, j, are 
u~u,(u-,u,x,+u,u,x,+u,u,x*-u,u,xj) 
+u~u~(u-~u~x~-u~u~x,+u~ugx~+u~u,x~) 
+u~u~(u-,u~x~+u~u~x~-u~u~x~+u~u~x~) 
+u~u~(u~,u~xo-u~u,x,-u~u~x2-u~u~x)). 
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On simplification, this yields u .~ ru,X,, cancelling the sum of the first 
group, as required. 
Finally we have the eigenvalue of the Casimir in the scalar represen- 
tation (which could also have been obtained by purely group-theoretic 
methods, which insure that the Casimir maps into a scalar in any represen- 
tation induced from an irreducible representation of a maximal parabolic 
subgroup, but the computations here will be useful later). 
LEMMA 165.4. The Casirnir maps into d2 - 4d in the scalar bundle qf 
weight d. 
Proof: It is only necessary to add the term quadratic in d to those 
evaluated earlier. This term is 
d2 1 eie,miufuJz= -d2, 
ic, 
which combined with the earlier evaluations gives the indicated result. 
Turning now to the Casimir for the spannor action, the term Ix dC(C) is 
Ix ( -~i<jeiej[foioj]2)= 15/4. The only remaining term, and the only 
one that will not be a constant, is 
-2 1 eie, dV,(L,) x dZ(L,) 
i<, 
= -2 c e,e,( -L, + dmijuiuj) x +wiw, 
I < j
= c eie,wiw,L,, - d 1 eiu,oie,ujwjm,. 
i</ i-e j 
Setting wr = u r w I + u,,wO and ws = x.4=, u,wj, the O-order term on the 
right is -dw,w,. The first term will be computed in the form X.3=0 FjXj, 
where the Fj are quadratic in the uk. Using Table 1 of [S, II] it follows that 
F,=w_,o,-u-,o,(u,w,+uzo,+u,w,+u,w,) 
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-F,=u-,u,u-,u,+u-,u,w~,u~-~-,~,u~,u~-~u~u*u~,u~ 
+UoU3000~ +UoU4UoU2~UoU~UoU3~~o~2UoU4 
+ (“Iu4-u2u3)u1u2 -((u,u2+~3#4)w2~~+(#:+~:)~3~, 
-(~,~2+~3~4)w,w4-(~:+~~)~2~4+(~~~4-~2~))~3~4 
-F,= -~u_Iu2w~lul+u-,u~u-1u2+u~Iu4u.~,u3-u~,u3u~,u4 
- z4~U2UOU, + uoz4luou2 + uou4uou3 - uou3uou4 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Straightforward computation now shows that the F’s may also be 
expressed as follows, where u = us + u r: 
Fo=(uou~,-u-,u,)= -(Xou)u=u(Xou) 
F~=(u~U~-U~U~+U~U~-U~U~)=(X~U)U=-(X~U)U 
F, = (u4u2 - u,u3 + u3u, - u2w4) = (X,u) u = -u(X,u) 
F~=(u~u~-u~o,+ ~3~2 - u3u4) = (X30) 0 = -u(X,u). 
It will be useful for present and later purposes to derive various proper- 
ties of the Fi and of us and u,-. 
LEMMA 16.55. uSuTu= -u, uusuT=u, and X,(F,) = -usuT for 
j=o, 42, 3. 
Proof Regarding the u’s alone, note that 
uSuT=u&-(uS+uT)=uSurus+usu~= -u$o,-u,= -u~-us, 
and similarly for the opposite order. Regarding the action of Xj on F,, 
suppose first that j= 0. Then X,(F,) = X,(u(X,u)) = (X,U)~ + u(~~u). 
But (%,u)~ = -1 and x2,0 = -or, so the last expression for X,(F,) may 
be expressed as - 1 + (or+ us)( -uT) = -uSuT. For j= 1,2, 3, Xj(Fj) = 
Xj((Xju) u) = (x~u) u + (X,U)~, and Xju = -us while (Xju)’ = 1, whence 
Xj(Fj) = -us(us + uT) + 1 = -usuT. 
LEMMA 16.5.6. C3=o F,(X,F,) = -4F, (k = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
Proof: Taking first k = 0, then F. = -(X,0) u, whence 
Xo(Fo)= -(~u)u-(Xou)2, but A$u= -u7- and Xou=ur-, so 
this is u+ + 1 = -usuT. Finally, Fo(XoFo) = (-(X,0) u)( -u,uT) = 
(X00) u = -F,. Now consider F,(X,F,). First, XjFo = Xj(o(X,u)) = 
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(Xjo)(Xoo) + o(X,X,o). Next, Fj(xjFO) = (XjO) U(XjO)(XOO) + 
o(X,Xoo~) = -u(X,w)’ (X00) (since u2 = 0) = -0(X,0) (since 
(Xjw)’ = 1) = -F,. Thus the lemma is established for the case k = 0. 
To treat the case k # 0, consider first the case j= 0. Then 
Fk= -o(X,o), so XoF, = -(Xoo)(X,w) - dXoX,w), whence 
F,(X,,F,)= -(X,0) o[ -(X,w)(X,w)-o(X,X,w)] = -o(X,O)~(X,O) 
(since o’=O and -(X,w)w=o(X,o)=w(X,o)= -Fk). Now for j#O, 
XjFk= -(XjW)(XkO) + O(XjXkW), whence Fj(X,Fk) = (X,0) o(XjFk) = 
(XjW) w - (X,0)(X,0) = o(X,o)’ (X,w) = o(X,o) = -Fk, and the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 16.57. [Fk, cosoT]+ =0 for k=O, 1,2,3. 
Proof. Taking k = 0, [FO, oswT] + = w,o,o(X,o) - (X,0) wswr= 
-o(X,,o) - (X,,w) w, by an earlier lemma, which vanishes. The argument 
is similar for other values of k. 
THEOREM 16.5.1. dS,(C) = I;=, F,X, - dw,o, + (d’ - 4d + 15/4) = 
C:=oXjM,+(4-d)o,o.+(d2-4d+15/4). 
The unique eigenuafue of dS,(C) (d= 2) is -914, and 
(Cl= 0 FjXj - 2u1,+0, + 2)2 vanishes identically as a differential operator. 
Proof. The expression given for d.S,(C) was established above apart 
from the identity 
This is equivalent to the relation 
i X,(F,)= -4w,o,, 
included in Lemma 16.5.5:=’ 
Now let T denote the subspace of the spannor section space S, consisting 
of sections f such that o(p) f (p) = 0 for all points p. At p = I, o(p) has 
rank 2, and at any other point has rank 2 by virtue of the (usually, 
defining) properties of the spin representation. Hence T is a nontrivial sub- 
space, and for d= 2, d&(C) acts on T as multiplication 
by -9/4, by the observation that all the Fj annihilate T and that by 
Lemma 16.55, 0~0~ acts as multiplication by - 1 on T. Thus -9/4 is an 
eigenvalue of d&(C), and to show that it is the unique eigenvalue, it 
suffices to show that ((d&(C) f 9/4)2 =O. Thus it suffices to show that 
(I;= o Fj X, - 2w,o, + 2)2 vanishes identically as a differential operator. 
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Squaring and collecting terms gives for this operator the six terms to be 
denoted as (I k(VI ): 
j,$o (Fjxj)(Fkxk) + C4(o.SoT)2 + 4l 
3 3 
- 2 C CFj3 wSwTl - + 2 1 [jxjtOSOT) 
j=O /=O 
- 8w,w,+4 i FjXj. 
j=O 
In term (I), (FjXj)(F,X,) = F,F,X,X, + F,(X,F,) X,, but FjF, = 0 for all j 
and k, since w2 = 0 and all of the F, have o as both a left and right factor. 
Now using Lemma 16.56, it follows that term (I) can be expressed as 
-4 I;=, F,X,. Term (II) is simply the scalar 8. Now using Lemma 16.57, 
terms (III) and (IV) together contribute -2 C,‘=, FjXj(w,w,). Now 
Xj(oswT) = (Xjws) o,+ w,(Xjw,). In particular, x,(0,0,) = oJX,w,) 
(since x,0,=0), and F,X,(o,w,)=w(X,o) w,(X,w,)= -o(X,w,)’ us 
(since X,w = X,o and X,o, and os anticommute) = oos= 1 - oswT. 
If j#O, then FjXj(w,w,) = (Xjw) o(Xjws)w, (since XjwT=O) = 
-w(Xjo)’ wT (since Xjos = Xjo and Xjw and w anticommute) = --00, 
(since (Xjw)’ = 1) = 1 - usor. It follows that terms (II) and (IV) together 
contribute - 2(4)( 1 - w,o,) = 8o,w, - 8. 
Now by combining the remaining two terms as given with those just 
computed, the total is 
-4 5 FjXj+8+8co,o,-8-8co,w,+4 i cjXj=O, 
j=O /=I 
completing the proof. 
Remark. At the identity in R, the differential operator C:=, FiXj 
coincides with the operator 
(-l+Y5) X3=9 ejYj?j 0 
0 (1 +YS) Zj=o ejY,T’ ’ 
the nonvanishing terms of which define the Weyl equations. In the flat 
limit, the zero-order terms of &j,(C) vanish and only the indicated tirst- 
order matrix differential operator remains. This could be construed as an 
indication for associating the eigenspace of &3,(C) of eigenvalue -9/4 
modulo an invariant subspace (that associated with the invariant subspace 
of the inducing representation) with the particle modelled by the Weyl 
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equations, i.e., a neutrino. Note that the foregoing linear combination of 
the T, has vanishing square. 
However, it is not the case that in the flat parallelization, x3= r FjXj is a 
Weyl or Dirac operator; indeed, when expressed as a linear combination of 
the T,, as I:=, HjTj, the Hj are materially space-time dependent. (This 
can happen despite the translation invariance of the operator because of 
the nontrivial actions of space-time translations in the spannor represen- 
tation.) 
In the spinor bundle, C acts as a scalar, and the Dirac operator is not 
the image of any canonical element of the enveloping algebra, although the 
irreducible factors of the two bundles will be seen to be the same. Thus in 
the spannor bundle the Dirac-Weyl operator arises in a very natural 
group-theoretic way, and it will be seen that two qualitatively different 
composition factors as emplaced within the spannor bundle (physically 
naturally correlated with the electron and muon neutrinos) occur in the 
spannor bundle, in contrast with their entirely parallel emplacement in the 
spinor bundle. 
The rigorous impossibility of reparallelizing the spannors on M, so as to 
trivialize the action of space-time translations in M,, alluded to earlier, 
despite the formal simplicity of so doing,* and the materiality of this in 
quantitative physical connections, may be clarified as follows. Taking the 
simplest case of scalar bundles, of weight 1, for which the wave operator is 
covariant, the solutions of the wave equation in MO form only an 
infinitesimal invariant subspace from the standpoint of the space L,(M,). 
But in the smooth section space on M2’, the solutions of the wave 
equation form a global invariant subspace, thus essentially occurring in the 
discrete rather than continuous spectrum of the group action decom- 
postion. Similarly the neutrino subspace occurs discretely as a minimal 
invariant subspace (of four components under the connected conformal 
group) in the weight $ spinor bundle, over M4), and only as an 
infinitesimal invariant subspace from the standpoint of the action of the 
Poincart group on L,(M,). Further, the two different neutrino subspaces 
are not emplaced in the spannor section space as minimal invariant sub- 
spaces, but in a more complex way. 
16.6 Hilbertization of Spannor Fields 
The term field will also be used for “section of a bundle.” Up to this 
point we have been using smooth (Cm ) sections, for the most part, and 
except in the last remark the question of the topology in the section space 
has not been involved. However, in the modelling of elementary particles, 
z Mack and Salam [S] develop a formal such trivialization for general bundles on MO; cf. 
below. 
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questions of unitary and spectral issues that are naturally treated in a 
Hilbert or Banach space context arise. For example, the spectrum of the 
Minkowski energy operator in the action of G on spannor fields is not 
well-defined, in the absence of further specifications. 
By a Hilbertizable topology in a linear topological space we mean one 
that is equivalent to that definable by a Hilbert space structure on the 
space. A typical example arises as the tensor product of a unitary represen- 
tation of a group G with a finite-dimensional representation of G. There is 
no G-invariant Hilbert space structure on the tensor product space in 
general, but G acts as a group of isomorphisms on the tensor product, 
relative to any Hilbert structure obtained by tensoring the original 
G-invariant one with an arbitrary (non-G-invariant, in general) one on the 
finite-dimensional space. 
If B denotes the C” section space of an induced bundle on M, the 
subspace of sections transforming according to a given character x of the 
discrete center D of e forms an invariant subspace that will be denoted 
as B,. Here we will be primarily concerned with these subspaces and 
especially the case in which the character has values that are roots of 
unity, i.e., x(i)” = 1 for some integer n. The sections in B, are then invariant 
under <‘I, and so are obtainable by lifting up a section living on the 
finite-n-fold cover, say 1Zi(“), of the conformal compactification M of M,. 
The bundles of concern here are among those treated in 
LEMMA 16.6.1. Let R be a finite-dimensional representation of G (and 
hence essentially of its linearizer G) on the space R, and let U denote the 
action of G on the smooth section space of the scalar bundle of weight 2, 
restricted to sections invariant under [” (and so living on &If4’). Then the 
norm in Lz(i%lC4)) of the curved-parallelization form of the space B of these 
sections is G-invariant, and Ii extends uniquely to a unitary representation of 
G on L,(%If4’), with this identtfication. The tensor product U x R is 
correspondingly extendable uniquely to a Hilbertizable representation of e in 
Lz(R (4’, R). 
Proof The measure on any finite cover of El will be understood to be 
the unique one invariant under the action of the maximal essentially com- 
pact subgroup K. e acts in an absolutely continuous manner on this 
measure, and there is a corresponding standard unitary representation in 
L,(i%l’4’), say U’, in which U’(g) carries the function f(x) on lW4) into 
f($(g)-’ x)Cdm,-ddml”2, where m is the measure in question, and m,, 
denotes its transform under the action x+ hx. Under R the measure is 
invariant, and under scaling the inlinitesimal multiplier for this represen- 
tation may be computed and found to be the same as that for the sections 
of the scalar bundle of weight 2, which likewise transforms with trivial mul- 
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tiplier under the action of R. Since it together with scaling generates all of 
c;, the two representations are identical, so U is isometric on L,(RC4’). The 
remaining conclusions of the lemma follow in a straightforward way from 
the observation that in any finite-dimensional representation R of c, 
R([)4 = 1, since this is true in the spin representation of 0(2,4), and all 
other finite-dimensional representations are obtainable as subrepresen- 
tations of tensor products of the spin representation with itself. 
Accordingly, we may now refer invariantly to Lz-sections of the spannor 
bundle, as well as to the earlier considered smooth sections. The K-finite 
vectors will be dense in the L,-spannor section space. We also note that L,- 
spannor fields may also be considered as LJields over MO, in the case of 
fields transforming according to a given character of D. 
LEMMA 16.6.2. Let x be a character of D such that x(i)” = 1, and let B, 
denote the subspace of sections on Rt4’ that transform under Ux R 
according to x. Then the sections in B, are determined as L,-sections by their 
restrictions to M,,, and the norm of these restrictions in L?(M,, R), qfter 
changing from the curved to the flat parallelization, is equivalent to the norm 
of the entire section in L2(61t4’). 
Proof. It is understood here that the measure in M0 is the usual 
Lorentz-invariant and translation-invariant one. M, is imbeddable in fi in 
a P-covariant manner (I), and on forming the quotient of fi by the discrete 
central subgroup generated by c4, this gives a ?-covariant imbedding of M, 
into %lC4’. The union of the [‘(M,) (j= 0, 1, 2, 3) is all of @V4’ apart from a 
subset of lower dimensionality, and hence of measure zero. A section trans- 
forming according to a given character of D is determined outside this set 
of measure zero by its values on M,. The unitarized scalar actions of e on 
L,(H) and on L,(M,) are unitarily equivalent, via the correspondence 
between the curved and flat parallelizations of scalar sections, where, 
however, the action of c on L,(M,) is directly definable only on the sub- 
group p and is defined on all of e via the indicated correspondence, which 
consists of multiplication by the square root of the derivative of the curved 
with respect to the flat invariant measure (given in I). Thus the norm in 
L,(M,, R) of the flat-parallelized form of the section is equivalent to the 
norm in L,(iSl , (4) R) of the curved-parallelized section. 
Remark. By virtue of the preceding lemma, the elementary “fermion” 
fields to be treated here may be regarded as defined on M, and having 
values in certain fixed finite-dimensional “spin” spaces, apart from the 
complication that only the global transformation properties under P are 
directly obtainable thereby. This representation will be useful in correlating 
the present work with conventional relativistic analysis. In this connection 
it should, however, be observed that, although in a formal way such fields 
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on MO appear parallelizable in such a way that space-time translations in 
M, act trivially (as observed by Mack and Salam [S] ), this parallization is 
not a smooth operation on the spaces used here. Thus, e.g., for spannors 
the replacement of the section f(x), flatly parallelized as above, by the 
section Z(x)f(.u), would serve to trivialize the action of space-time 
translations, without complicating the action of the Lorentz group. 
Unfortunately the matrices Z(X) are unbounded, and the indicated 
reparallelization would carry L,(M,, II) into a different and relatively 
complicated space without the convenient relation to Fourier analysis of 
L,. Spannors in M,, were treated by Jakobsen [3], and an explicit form 
was obtained for their transformation under G in the flat parallelization. 
Explicit forms in both the flat and curved parallelizations follows also from 
I, Corollary 4.1.4. The work of Veblen [ 131 on conformal geometry and 
wave equations and its formal development by Dirac [2] have formal 
relations to spannors 
16.1. Composition Series of the Physical Spanners 
The dual of the spannor bundle of degree d is that of degree 4 -d, so 
that the bundle is self-dual when d= 2. Physically this might be construed 
as an indication for consistency of the d = 2 case with the inclusion of 
antiparticles. Moreover the case d = 2 is closely connected with the spinor 
bundles of weights 3/2 and 5/2, as will be seen, and the former case is 
precisely that in which the section space living on m(4) admits a nontrivial 
invariant subspace defined by a wave equation (the Dirac), while the latter 
is its dual. Finally, stability (energy spectrum) constraints are indicative of 
the d = 2 case. We call the d = 2 spannor sections living on mf4’ “physical” 
and treat this case, which is of particular mathematical interest as well, in 
detail in this section. We deal here with the connected group, and since the 
back half-spannors form the parity transform of the front half-spanners, it 
will suffice here to treat the latter. 
By the factors (or factorial content) of a group representation we mean 
the irreducible subquotients of a composition series, i.e., maximal chain of 
invariant subspaces. By the Jordan-Holder theorem, applied to the Lie 
algebra of a semisimple Lie group, the factorial content is essentially uni- 
que, i.e., from the standpoint of the K-finite decomposition, in the case 
relevant here of a group with finite center (here the quotient of G by the 
subgroup generated by i4). By virtue of the Hilbertizable character of the 
physical spannor action, the unicity applies also within the Hilbertized 
topology, in which each invariant subspace may be assume closed, and 
which also is applicable to the quotient systems, which inherit Hilbertizable 
topologies. 
Up to the present point, our treatment applies to both real and complex 
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bundles, in view of the option of a real representation for the o’s, and 
correspondingly for the spinor representation of 0(2,4). However, 
positivity of the energy is well-defined only for complex representations, 
and for this and other reasons, the considerations of this section will be 
limited to the complex case, although it will later be necessary to correlate 
the results with those obtainable from the introduction of suitable complex 
structure in the corresponding real bundle, in terms of which quantization 
must be effected (cf. Section XIX). 
Positivity of the energy, or more generally stability of a representation in 
the sense of positivity or negativity, will be defined here in terms of the 
action on K-finite vectors, noting, however, that in the case of a unitary 
representation this is equivalent to positivity (or negativity) of the self- 
adjoint operator representing the energy generator, which is here L ,.,,. 
THEOREM 16.7.1. The jront IzalJlspannor fields of degree a’ have an 
invariant suhhundle that is bundle-equivalent to the half-spinor bundle of 
weight d+ $. The quotient module this subbundle is bundle-equivalent to the 
half-spin bundle of weight d - $. The .factors are accordingly, as given in 
Theorem 1.2.2. 
For d = 2 on M’“’ (physical spannors), the subspace S\‘l qf the invariant 
subbundle and the quotient bundle fields on which c acts as f i each have ,jive 
composition factors, which are abstractly the same in the tIclo cases. In each 
case there are four stable unitarizable factors (two qf positive and two oj‘ 
negative energy) and one nonunitarizable unstable factor (energy unbounded 
above or below). 
Relative to the tensor product presentation of the spanners, these .factors 
occur as follow’s. Let V: and e denote the positive, negative, and unstable 
irreducible components of the action VI of G on the subspace of the weight 2 
scalar sections space consisting of sections invariant under i (and hence living 
on &%) ; let V: and V; denote their representation spaces,. time reversal trans- 
forms Vz + into Vr and carries q into an equivalent representation while 
leaving Vi invariant. Define the standard neutrino representation of c as 
the positive-energy component of the minimal invariant subspace in the half- 
spinor bundle of weight 312, and standard massive spinor representation as 
the minimal positive-energy component in the quotient module this subspace 
for the same bundle. 
Then If: x C+ is indecomposable but has a 3-step composition series 
whose top and bottom factors are the massive spinor representation and 
whose middle factor is the neutrino representation, Apart .from time reversal, 
the same is true of V,. q x Z+ is indecomposable and has a 4-step com- 
position series, of which the top and bottom factors are the standard unstable 
spinor representation, defined as the quotient of the ha!f-spinor weight 312 
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spinor section space modulo its stable subspace. The middle factors are the 
positive- and negative-energy neutrino representations, which occur as a 
direct sum modulo the bottom unstable factor. 
The invariant subbundle inducedfrom the invariant subspace under C’(P) 
includes the direct sum of components in Si4) as ~follows. The component in 
VT x Xi is the invariant subspace having the two indicated (massive and 
neutrino) factors, and the same for VI- x IS + (one structure being carried 
into the other by time reversal). The component in Vi x C + is the bottom 
invariant subspace (unstable spinor representation). 
The quotient subbundle modulo the foregoing includes the direct sum of a 
massive spinor representation in V,t x Xi, another massive spinor (time- 
reversed) representation i V, x E +, and a component in VP x C + having an 
invariant subspace equivalent to the direst sum qf positive- and negatioe- 
energ)? neutrino representations, not inrariantl~~ complemented modulo which 
another unstable spinor representation is obtained. 
Proof Taking the front spannors in the standard curved parallelization, 
the sections whose bottom two components vanish, say “higher” or 
H-spannors, form an invariant subspace, since they are invariant under all 
R(g*). This is a subbundle induced from the restriction of xi to P, which 
is just the inducing representation for the half-spinors of weight d+ t. 
Similarly, the quotient modulo this subbundle which is representable 
(noninvariantly) by the “lower” or L-spannor of conformal weight d- 4, 
transforms by the quotient of the respective R(g*), and so identically to 
the half-spin bundle of weight d - f. In the case d = 2 on fic4’, the results of 
Theorem 7.2.2 and elsewhere in II regarding unitarity and stability of 
spinor bundle factors identify the factors of these bundles with those 
indicated (neutrino, massive spinor, and unstable spinor), including mul- 
tiplicities, and establish a composition series. 
To obtain the more explicit results deriving from the tensor product for- 
mulation, we use the general theory of representations of semisimple Lie 
groups, as applied to G. From this general standpoint we are interested in 
representations of G on which the center of the enveloping algebra of c, 
and the center of G;, both act as scalars, and in other representations 
obtained by tensoring these with finite-dimensional representation of e. 
(The results will later be applied to representations other than the spinor 
representation of G.) In view of the application to section spaces of finite- 
dimensional vector bundles over G/P, P being the maximal parabolic 
subgroup of G, attention may be restricted to representations of 
Gelfand-Kirillov (G - K) dimension at most 4, by virtue of Vogan [14]. 
Moreover, as indicated earlier, it sufftces to consider K-finite actions or, 
from an infinitesimal standpoint, Harish-Chandra modules. 
Now applying the theory of semisimple Lie groups duals given in Vogan 
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[15], 13 representations with trivial infinitesimal and central character, 
and G-K dimension at most 4, will be written as A’, B’, E’, F’, F*, 
G ?, C, H, and D. Here D is the trivial representation; A + is a holomorphic 
discrete series representation; E+ is a positive-energy unitary represen- 
tation of G - K dimension 4; Ff and G + are positive-energy ladder 
representations; and B+ is a nonunitary representation with energy boun- 
ded below. Under the automorphism u= trr, or “total reversal,” the 
representations superscribed “ + ” are carried into representations 
superscribed ” - *‘. The representations C and H do not have semibounded 
energy spectra and are transformed into equivalent representations by u. 
The theory of Harish-Chandra [4] provides a natural isomorphism 
from the center Z(G) of the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of G 
onto the symmetric polynomials over the space 
H= XEC”: i xi=0 
,=I 1 
Homomorphisms of Z (the C will be omitted when clear from the context) 
into C are therefore parametrized by 
~EC”: i y;=O , 
,= I I 
modulo the action of the permutation group on the coordinates. Let 
denote one of these homomorphisms. The second-order Casimir operator 
Cz has the property that 
Moreover, Z is generated by C, and the two higher Casimirs C3 and C,, 
which are mapped by 5,. into I:=, J$ and zf=, ~‘4 - 41/4, respectively. In 
the trivial representation, Z acts by <t3;2, ,;*, _ ,.2. 3:2). 
Now fix JJ E C4 and assume that 
Y, >,??*>,I’j2??4; .r, - ~7, is integral for all i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
There is then a finite-dimensional representation F of G, of extremal weight 
(y, -~,J’~-$,Y~ + t,y4+$). Let X denote one of the above represen- 
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tations, A *, . . . . H, and define X( )I) as the direct summand of XOF on 
which Z acts by &, i.e., 
This is a Jantzen-Zuckerman tranlation functor applied to X; it is therefore 
irreducible or zero. Moreover, X(y) is equivalent to X’(y) if and only if 
either X= X and y = y’, or both X(y) and X’( y’) are zero. If the sequence 
~1 is strictly decreasing, then X(y) is nonzero. Now define the T-invariant of 
X to consist of those 6 E H of the form e, - e2, e2 -e,, or e3 -e,, where the 
ej denote the standard ordered basis in C4, such that if (6, .r’) = 0, then 
A’( ,v) =O. It is then the case that, in fact, X( ~3) =0 only if, as well as if, 
(S,y)=O for some 6ET(X). 
Now let E denote the automorphism I = ‘g ~ ’ of G. Fix ,V as above and 
set ~1’ = ( -.r4, -)I~, --y2, --TV,). Then E[A+(J~)] =,4-(.r’), and similarly 
for B, C, D, E, and H. In the case of F and G. 
c[F+(y)]=G-(.I-‘), E(F-(y)]=G+(f). 
Turning now to the decomposition of induced representations, let p 
denote an irreducible representation of ?. It will be trivial on the trans- 
lations; X(2, C) will act as the direct product of holomorphic and 
antiholomorphic irreducible representations in the respective spaces C” 
and C”; and scaling will act with weight II’ (i.e., the transformation on M, 
that multiplies a vector by the positive number s is represented by s”‘). Let 
the X, (.j= 1,2, 3,4) be defined by the equation 
(-u,,.~~,.~~,.r~)=~(n+(lt,-2), -n+(~t,-2),m-(tt,-2), -m-(w-2)). 
Correspondingly, write p = P(X), and 
I= Z(x) = Indz P(X) ( = I( II, m, IV) ). 
Then Z acts in Z(x) by the scalars r.,. The (linear) dual I(x)* is 
I(--x-x,, - x4 - x3 ) = I( n, m, - w + 4), while the hermitian (sesquilinear 
or anti-) dual is Z(X)# = Z(zC3, -Ul, .U,, -Yz). The automorphisms act by 
o[Z(x)] = Z(x), &f!(x)] = Z( --x4, -xj -x2, -x,) = Z(m, n, IV). 
Now assume all X, are congruent mod 1 and write (I’,, y2, Ye, ~1~) for 
their rearrangement in nonincreasing order. Note that Z(X,, x2, x3, -x4) and 
4-x,, x4, -q, x1) have the same set of irreducible composition factors: 
indeed the successive subspaces of the one correspond precisely to the 
successive quotients of the other. In the alternative notation, I(n, m, W) and 
Z(m, n, -MI + 4) have the same factors. Since necessarily x, > .y2 and 
xj > x4 ) there are six cases, as follows. 
580,:5 1-3 
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Case I, : x3 > .x4 2 x, > x2 Then Z(x) is representable as 
A’(?,)OC(y)@~-(y) 
I(x) = B+(y)@B-(y) 
D(Y). 
Defining y as “regular” or “singular” according as no X(y) vanishes or one 
or more does (or equivalently, according as all +v; are distinct, or 
otherwise), then for regular y this diagram is to be interpreted as follows. 
The unique irreducible subrepresentation of I(x) is the finite-dimensional 
representation D( J?). Z(x)/D( y) has exactly two irreducible subrepresen- 
tations, B’ ( JJ). Finally, Z(x) modulo D and B + is the direct sum of A * ( JJ) 
and C(v). It is also the case that I(x) has exactly three irreducible quotient 
representations, i.e., A * (11) and C( ,v); the B’(y) and D(v) cannot arise as 
such. In the case of singular J, the diagram degenerates in a 
straightforward way. For example, if yr = I’,, so that D( -r) is zero, then the 
diagram becomes imply 
A+(I’)OC(J*)OA-(J’) 
B+(y)@ B-(y). 
These stipulations do not quite determine completely the lattice of 
invariant subspaces of 1; for example, it leaves unresolved the question of 
whether there is an invariant subspace whose factors are D, B-, and C. 
The results in the other cases are similar, and only the diagrams will be 
given. 
Case12:.~,>S~Z,~~>?14. 
D(Y) 
Z(x)= B+(y)@B-(~7) 
A+(y)OCOA-(y). 
Case II,: .Yj 3x, ax, Zx,. 
E+(Y)Ow),)OE-(Y) 
I(.u)=A+(p)OF+(y)OG+(y)OC(y)OD(y)OG-(y)OF-(y)+A-(p) 
B+(y)@ B-(y). 
CaseI12:.U,~x,>.u,~x,. 
B+(Y)OB-(Y) 
Z(x)=A+(y)OF+(y)0G+(y)OC(y)+D(y)OG-(y)OF~(y)OA-(y) 
E+(J)Owy)OE-o*). 
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Case III,:x,3x,>x,>x,. 
Suppose now that R is any finite-dimensional representation of p on the 
space R, and let R, = 0 c R, c ... c R, = R where Ri is irreducibly 
invariant in Ri+ , . There is then canonically a chain of invariant subspaces 
for the induced representation, in which the successive quotient represen- 
tations are those induced from the corresponding factors of R. Applying 
this now to the positive spannors, the representation S+ in question is the 
tensor product of IndE(p(0, 0,2)) x Z+, where n, m, w coordinates are 
used. The restriction of 2’ has the eigenspace of scaling of eigenvalue 1 as 
an invariant subspace, as noted earlier; X(2, C) acts here as its defining 
holomorphic 2-dimensional representation; the quotient is then identifiable 
with the eigenvalue -+ eigenspace, on which X(2, C) acts as the 
antiholomorphic 2-dimensional representation. As noted earlier, S’ may 
equally be described as Indz (~(1, 1, 2)). Now 
P( 1, 192) x PC& 1, f) = P(2, 1, WI = PC& -3, f, -a, = p(x’9; 
p(1, 1,2)x/3(1,2, -i)=p(l,2, +p(+, -&$, -;)=p(.P). 
Accordingly we have a short exact sequence 
0 -+ Z(x”‘) + s+ -+ z(xt2’) -+ 0. 
Consider Z(x’ I’). Here y = (f, $, - $, -a), and we are in a degenerate 
Case III, or Case II,. Since y3 = y4? all of A *( y), B’(y), C(v), D(y), and 
F’( JV) vanish. The subspace structure is therefore 
Z(x)“‘) = 
G+(Y)OG-(Y) 
E+(J’)OH(.v)OE-(y). 
Similarly, 
r(x(2’) = 
E+(l’)OH(Y)OE-(y) 
G+(y)OG-(y). 
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Thus S+ has the first of these as a subspace and the second as a quotient. 
A more detailed analysis using the ilustrated formalism shows that 
The structure of S is similar, with F replaced by ~1’ = (+,a. - $. - J) and G 
replaced by F. 
It follows from the transformation properties of the factors under the 
outer automorphisms of G, together with the fact that the tensor product 
of a unitary representation with one of dimension /I can have no more than 
n factors, that invariant subspaces of S+ shown in the preceding diagram, 
having 3,4, and 3 factors from left to right, are precisely tensor products of 
the positive-, unstable, and negative-energy subspaces of P’? with Z+. 
COROLLARY 16.7.1. SC has a confinuum qf’ distinct bwariant subspaces. 
Proof: The quotient modulo the lowest subspace in the “positive,” 
“mixed,” and “negative” sectors has as an invariant subspace a direct sum 
of two copies of G+ and two of G -. . Each pair of copies may therefore be 
rearranged corresponding to an arbitrary change of basis in C’. 
However, of these alternative subspaces, only those shown in the 
diagram are invariant under the P’ x I and P”’ x I. where the P’ and Pi”’ 
are the projections of V, onto its positive, negative, or unstable subspaces. 
16.8. Class$cation and Determination of’ Factors qf’ Induced Bundles. 
The factors may be determined, within equivalence. much more readily 
than the entire composition series. This section treats the problem in a 
general setting applicable to plyors (Section XVII) as well as spannors, 
together with that of the parametrization of the factors in a way that is 
convenient for correlation with conventional relativistic theory (and 
thereby with experimental results as reported). 
In the case of stable factors, parametrization via a character of a 
maximal abelian subgroup of K is convenient. Using the isomorphism 
between K and S( L’(2) x U(2)) given in I, Corollary 4.1.4, a maximal torus 
T in K can be represented by the set of all diagonal matrices 
(which will be represented as the 4 x 4 diagonal matrix with successive 
eigenvalues e”J. j = 1, 2, 3, 4, of unit determinant). The weights of T may 
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therefore be identified with 4-vectors (A,, &, &, A,) of real numbers that 
sum to 0 and have differences that are integral, via the correspondence 
A(&ag(eie/)) = ei L 4 Ed, where diag(e’3) denotes the matrix with these suc- 
cessive proper values. The positive roots of K are e, - e, and e3 - e4, where 
the ej are the usual basis vectors in C4, so that the dominant weights are 
those with A., > AZ and A,2 I,. The representation (P;. of K with this highest 
weight on restriction to SU(2) x SU(2) is the direct product of the 
irreducible representations of SU(2) in the respective spaces C’“l -Q + ’ and 
Cij-14+ ’ and on the central l-dimensional subgroup carries P” into 
e ir’il+i2mi)--1A”2. WedenotethisK-typeas($(E.,+J.,-A,-A4),A,-Az+l, 
A3 - & + 1). The positive-energy representations are uniquely determined 
by their lowest K-type (LKT). 
The correspondence between induced bundles and associated K-types 
may now be stated as follows, for the bundles relevant here, using the 
earlier described (n, m, N) parametrization of bundles. 
(1) 1(1, 1, IZ’)lK’ [pr: 1, -1,=1,-E.,]. 
(2) Z(~,~,W)I~=[I~~.: /(A,--E.,)-(i,-;.,)I = I]. 
(3) 1(1,3,‘v)I~=1(3,1,~~),=[cp;.:(i,-/12)=(~,-~,)>0] 
u [cp;.: I(l, -22) -(i, - i4)l = 21. 
(4) 1(2, 2, W)lK = Z( 1, 1, ir)K + I( 1, 3, Ir)l(. 
In these terms, the scalar representation of weight 2 decomposes according 
to 
Z(1, l,2)=E+(+, +, -*, -+)@H($, f, -f, -#BE-($, f, -4. -ih 
of LKT. 
LKT(E+)=(l, 1, -1, -l), LKT(E-)=(-I, -1, 1, I), 
LKT( H) = (0, 0, 0, 0), 
in terms of the 1’s. The 5-factor subbundle Z(x”‘) of S’, for which 
Y = (2, a, 4, -3) has the LKT’s described in terms of both the Xs and the 
irreducible representations of the direct factor components of K as 
R’ x W(2) x W(2): 
LKT(E+)=(f, i, -2, -;)=(+, 2, 1) 
LKT(E-)=(-2, -$,;,4)=(1,2, -2) 
LKT(H)= {(;, -$, -+, -+), (-4, -$, a, -a)} 
= {(f, 2, 11, (1,2, -i,} 
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LKT(G+)=($, a, -4, -;)=($, 1, 2) 
LKT(G-)=(-$, -;,;,$)=(-$,2,1). 
See the earlier references to I and II, where some of these K-types are 
represented by explicit sections on a. 
XVII. PLYOR FIELDS 
11.1. Plyors and Their Lorentz Classification 
Purely mathematically, the formation of a nonlinear partial differential 
equation involving spannors that is G-invariant is conditioned primarily by 
the local invariants, which in turn are related to the invariants of the induc- 
ing representation. A scalar invariant (such as the “Lagrangian”) is needed, 
and for G-invariance, its conformal weight, which specifies its transfor- 
mation properties under scaling, must be 4. This rules out an appropriate 
equation involving only spannors of the most interesting type, those of 
degree 2. 
However, an appropriate local invariant is definable if a different bundle 
is introduced; physically this bundle may be considered to represent fields 
that “mediate” the interaction between spannors. Indeed, the main 
prototype for nonlinear relativistic theories has been a trilinear scalar 
invariant, more specifically one that is linear in the mediating field 
(normally “bosons”) and sesquilinear in the spinor (normally “fermion”) 
field. QED forms the principal example. 
In this section we treat the bundle that appears most natural for coup- 
ling to the spannor bundle from this point of view. It represents the group- 
theoretically simplest nontrivial possibility and in addition enjoys a type of 
gauge invariance similar to that of QED. Physically such invariance 
indicates important conservation laws, and mathematically it forces non- 
linearity and renders its form virtually unique. 
DEFINITION. A plyor is a vector in the tensor product of the spannor 
representation space with itself; the product of spannors of degree d and d 
is said to be of degree d + d’. A plyor field of degree d” = d + d’ is a section 
of the bundle over $I induced from the plyor representation of P, 
UC = Z, x ZJ. According to Brauer and Weyl [ 11, the plyor represen- 
tation Z7 of degree 0, of G, is the direct sum of irreducible constituents that 
transform in accordance with the antisymmetric tensor products of the 
defining representation of S0(2,4), on 6-dimensional pseudo-euclidean 
space. The rank of this tensor will be called the order of the plyor. Thus the 
space II of all plyors is of dimension 64 and is the G-invariant direct sum 
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of subspaces of dimensions 1,6, 15,20, 15,6, and 1, representing the plyors 
of orders 0 through 6. 
In order to correlate plyors with conventional relativistic theory, on 
which the analysis of particle experimentation is based, the Lorentz trans- 
formation properties are needed. 
THEOREM 17.1.1. The plyor subspaces of a given order are indecom- 
posable under the action of the scale-extended Poincare group P, except for 
the plyors of orders 0 and 6, each of which forms a l-dimensional subspace. 
On restriction to the scale-extended Lorentz group L, these subspaces decom- 
pose as direct sums shown in Table 17.1.1, in degree 0. 
More explicitly, the plyor subspaces of given order have bases as shown in 
Table 17.1.2, relative to the equivalence of the tensor product C, x Z0 with 
the representation IT of G on the space II’ of all linear transformations on IS. 
The tensor product x x y (x, y E Z) corresponds to the linear transformation 
u + ((u, Cy)) x, u E Z;, and the equivalence extended by linearity. The 
hermitian conjugate relative to the inner product (( ., ’ )) is denoted by the 
superscript ” + “, and the P and T transformation properties by “-+-” for 
invariance and ” -” for pseudoinvariance. 
Proof To check the equivalence of the actions of c on II and IT’ it 
sufhces to do so on the spanning set of all .Y x y with arbitrary x and 4’ in E. 
Setting M, v for the linear transformation u + ((u, Cy)) x on C, what is in 
question is the relation 
M Z’(g)-x,l(gl! =-%I MqJw+. 
To show that these two linear transformations on E are the same, let u be 
TABLE 17.1.1. 
Order 1 0 -1 Total dimension 
0 
1 
2 
Scalar 
Vector 
2-Form 
Vector 
Scalar 
Scalar 
Vector 
Scalar $ 
2-Form 
Vector @ 
Vector 
Scalar @ 
Vector 
Vector 
Scalar 
Scalar 
Vector 
1 
6 
15 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Conformal weight 
2-Form 20 
Vector 15 
Scalar 6 
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arbitrary in I; and apply the operator on the left side of this putative 
equation to it, obtaining 
cu, Wg)v>> ag)x= <x(g)+ KCY>> ag)x =L(g) M,., z(g)+ u 
as required. 
Table 17.1.1 is implied by Table 17.1.2, which is derived as follows. We 
first compute the actions of the generators L,i of c as derivations of the 
Clifford algebra C generated by the wi. Recall that the orthogonal group 
O(K, Q), where Q is a real nondegenerate symmetric form on the real 
linear vector space K, acts canonically as a group of automorphisms of the 
Clifford algebra C(K, - Q). Here K is 6-dimensional and has coordinates 5, 
such that for the vector XE K with these coordinates, 
For any TE O(K, Q), there exists a unique automorphism lzT. of C(K, -Q) 
such that U,(X)= TX; the map T-+ uT then defines a representation of 
O(K, Q) on C(K, -Q) that is equivalent to the plyor representation. 
LEMMA 17.1.1. The it$niresimal plyor representation 7c ( = 7~~) has the 
follorling actions: 
7c(L,) oji = eio,, n(L,)o,=Oifk#i,j 
n(S) w -, = -W4, 7r(S)u4=0-,, 7r(s)w,=uj(j=o, 1,2,3) 
rc(Tj)w-, =w,=rc(T,)o,, rr(Ti) (uk = -ei(oP, - 04) 6,. 
ProoJ These follow by straightforward use of the anticommutators oi 
together with the fact that rc(Lii) = f oio,. 
Thus w _, + o4 is carried by z(S) into + (o ~, f 04) by n(S). This means 
they are of conformal weights 1 and - 1, respectively. Similarly the oi 
(j = 0, 1,2,3) are of conformal weight 0. Denoting the plyor order as v, the 
irreducibly c-invariant plyor subspaces reduce as follows on restriction 
to P. 
v = 0. This subspace is l-dimensional, hence P as well as e-irreducible. 
Y = 1. (i) The subspace of weight 1. This is spanned by the oP, -w,, 
which is mapped into 0 by the rc(Ti). Hence it is P-invariant. 
(ii) The subspace of weight 0. This is spanned by the wj, which are 
carried by the rc(Tk) into multiples of the u- , - oq, and so leak materially 
into the weight 1 subspace. 
(iii) The subspace of weight - 1. This is spanned by o-, + 04, which 
is carried by T, into 20,, i.e., into the weight 0 subspace. 
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v = 2. (i) The weight 1 subspace. This is spanned by the (w-, - 04) oj. 
These are carried by rr(Tk) into 0, by virtue of the action of the rc(X) as 
derivations of the algebra of linear transformations over ,?I. 
(ii) The subspace of weight 0, transforming as a Lorentz scalar. This 
is spanned by o ~, 04. Again using the derivation property, this is carried 
by rc(Tk) into ok(wq - w_,), and thus into the weight 1 subspace. 
(iii) The subspace of weight 0, transforming as a Lorentz 2-form. 
This is spanned by the wiwk. Using the derivation property, this is seen to 
be carried by the rr(T,) into a generically nonvanishing vector in the 
weight 1 subspace. 
(iv) The subspace of weight - 1. This is spanned by the 
(w-, + wq) wj. This is carried by rr(Tk) into a generically nonvanishing 
linear combination of the mjak and w _, We, in the weight 0 subspace. 
I’= 3. (i) The weight 1 subspace. This is spanned by the 
(w-, - wq) w,ok. This is carried by n(Ti) into 0, using the fact that 
(o~,-u,)2=o. 
(ii) The weight 0 subspace, transforming as a full Lorentz vector, 
discrete symmetries included. This is spanned by the w- ,oqwj. If i =j, 
the latter vector is annihilated by n(Ti), while if i#j, it is mapped into a 
multiple of (w ~, - 04) w,o,, thus leaking materially into subspace (i). 
(iii) The pseudo-vector weight 0 subspace. This is spanned by the 
oiojwk. This is annihilated by rc(T,) if 1 is distinct from all of i,j, k; if I= i, 
it is mapped into a nonzero multiple of (w _, - wq) wjwk. Thus this sub- 
space leaks nontrivially into subspace (i). 
(iv) The subspace of weight - 1. This is spanned by the 
(w _, - u4) uiuj. Under rc(TJ with k # i, j, the latter vector is carried into 
a multiple of uiujuk, showing nontrivial leakage into subspace (iii). If, 
however, k = i, the result is a nonzero multiple of a basis vector for 
subspace (ii). 
v =4. (i) The subspace of weight 1. This is spanned by the 
(u ~, - uq) uiujuk. Under rr(T,), this is carried into 0 if 1 is distinct from 
i, j, k, or by a slightly different computation, also if f = i. 
(ii) The scalar subspace of weight 0. This is spanned by u~u,u~u~. 
Under rc(Ti), as exemplified, e.g., by the case i=O, this is carried into a 
nonzero multiple of (u-, - ~0~)) u,u2u,; and similarly for other values of 
i. Thus the subspace leaks materially into subspace (i). 
(iii) The 2-form subspace of weight 0. This is spanned by the 
0 _, u4uiuj. This is annihilated by n(T,) if I = i or j; otherwise, if, e.g., 
I = k # i, j, it is carried into a nonzero multiple of (u _, - uq) UiUjUk, and 
thus leaks materially into subspace (i). 
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(iv) The subspace of weight - 1. This is spanned by the 
(o-, + 04) o,ojo,. If I# ij, k, then rr(T,) carries this into a nonzero 
multiple of wiojoko,, thus leaking into subspace (ii). If I is one of i,j, k, 
say i, it is carried into a multiple of CU- ,o,ojok in subspace (iii). Thus the 
subspace in its entirely leaks materially into subspaces (ii) and (iii). 
v = 5. (i) The subspace of weight 1. This is spanned by 
(w-, + 04) o,,o,w203. Using again that (o-, + w~)~ = 0, these vectors are 
seen to be carried into 0 by all the 7c(Tj). Thus the subspace is P-invariant. 
(ii) The subspace of weight 0. This is spanned by the o~,o,w,ojw,. 
If I is distinct from i, j, k, then rr(T/) carries this into a multiple of 
(w-I-04)wIo,wjwk~ which is in subspace (i); if 1 coincides with one 
of i, j, k, it is carried into 0. Thus the subspace leaks nontrivially into 
subspace (i ). 
(iii) The subspace of weight - 1. This is spanned by 
(CK, - 04) oOw,ozwj. Under the rr(T,) this is carried into a nonzero 
multiple of cc) _, ojoiojok (i, j, k, I= 0, 1, 2, 3 in cyclic order). Thus this 
subspace leaks into subspace (ii). 
v = 6. This is l-dimensional, and hence G- as well as P-invariant. 
COROLLARY 17.1.2. For every plyor order other than 0 and 6, the space 
of plyors is indecomposable under the action of ?. Its subspace of weight - 1 
leaks nontrivially into that of weight 0, and that of weight 0 into that of 
weight 1, while the latter subspace is ?-invariant, in every order. 
17.2. The Plyor Casimir. 
By a variant of the spannor computation, 
dP,(C)=dV,(C)-2 1 e,ejdV,(L,) x dn(L,) + Ix dZ7(C). 
icj 
Now dD(L,)=+ ad(o,wj), and only the middle term is not a constant 
matrix. To simplify this middle term, xi<, eiej(LU - dm,uiuj) ad(oioj), use 
as earlier the expression of the L, as linear combinations of the X,, say 
L, = ci: j, k =0 ciik(x) xk. Now letting A be arbitrary in the plyor Section 
space Pd, ad(o,wj) A = oioiA - Aoio,, so that 
c e,e,L, ad(o,o,) A = i eiejcgkCD$Oj(XkA) 
i<j i. j, k = 0 
i-cj 
- i (XkA) eif?jcgk~,wj. 
1. j. k=O 
i</ 
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Now setting as earlier xi.,i ciikoiwi= Fk, the expression becomes 
C:=,, [F/c, Jf-,(A)]. 
The zero-order terms may be evaluated using the spannor computation 
as the transformation A + d[mswr, A]. Combining terms, we have 
THEOREM 17.2.1. dP,(C)A = x2=, [Fk, X,(A)] - d[w,w,, A] + Q 
+ ( d2 - 4d + y), where Q is the constant matrix dL7( C). 
XVIII. THE CANONICAL SPANNOR-PLYOR COUPLING 
18.1 Introduction. 
The classic fundamental interaction of quantum theory is represented 
(e.g., in the form of the “interaction Lagrangian”) by a form that is linear 
in a “boson” field and sesquilinear in a “fermion” field. The most familiar 
case is QED. Only in the nonlinear coupling represented by this interaction 
does the system admit an additional invariance, that under “gauge” trans- 
formations. This invariance, together with the underlying causal group 
invariance, and general considerations uch as locality uniquely specify the 
nonlinearity. 
In this section an analogous coupling between spannors and plyors, 
taken as fermions and bosons, respectively, is treated. There is an underly- 
ing nonlinear equation that is c-invariant and gauge-invariant under a 
generalization of the gauge transformations involved in QED, as well as 
endowed with certain causal features. 
18.2. The Gauge-Invariant Local Nonlinear Operator. 
Consider the nonlinear transformation T on the direct sum A = S2 0 PO 
of the spannor and plyor section spaces corresponding to spannor and 
plyor degrees 2 and 0: ($, A)-+(dS,(C) I(I-iAIC/, dP,(C)A-$ x II/” +iA), 
where A is a constant to be specified later. Define a gauge transformation 
f(a) on the section space A, where tx is a given smooth real function on I’$ 
as one of the form 
Ii/(x) -be”‘-‘)+(x), A -+A+i $ F,(X,cr). 
j=O 
THEOREM 18.2.1. The indicated gauge transformation T is independent of 
the choice of R (and so of basis involved in the transformation of A) and 
determined entirely by a. Moreover, T(a) transforms covariant1.v as a 
function of LY under transformation by c: if A(.) denotes the action of c on 
A, then A(g)-’ f(a) A(g)= f(a,), where a.Jx) = a(g(x)). 
The transformation T on A is covariant with respect to both G and 
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the group r of all gauge transformations: if @ is arbitrary in A, and g 
and T(a) arbitrary in G and r, respectively, then T(A(g)@) = A(g) T(G), 
T(T(a) @) = T(a) T(G). 
Proof: To show that the action of f(a) on A is determined entirely by 
a, it suffices to show that this action may also be written as 
A -+ A + M(e-‘*) dS,(C) M(e”) - dS,(C) 
where M(f) denotes the operation of multiplication by J: Now the 
operations M(e*‘“) on S, commute will all matrices on C, so that the term 
here added to A may be expressed as the operation on S,, 
$ -+ M(e-‘“) (I& F,X,) M(e’*) = iZ,F, Xka, which yields the indicated 
action. That c acts in the indicated way as a group of automorphisms of 
the gauge group r is immediate. 
To show that T is e-covariant, consider first 
d&(C) S,(g) $ - i(Pdg) A) &(a) $, 
The term on the right is -i(x2 (g)A(g--‘x))(C, (g) Il/(g-Is)). Since the 
action of 17,(g) is to send A into x2 (g) AZ,(g)-‘, the term may also be 
expressed as -X,(g) A(g-‘x) $(g-Ix)= -iS,(g)[A$](s). But S,(g) 
commutes with dS,(C), so the entire term can be expressed as 
S,(g)[dS,(C) tj - iAll/], showing its covariance. In the case of the plyor 
component of the action of T, I;-covariance is immediate from that of 
dP,(C) and the earlier noted transformation properties of II/ x Ic/“. 
It remains only to show gauge invariance. To this end, let B = ,& F,(X,a) 
and consider the spannor component of the putative equation TT(a) @ = 
T(U) Ttj. This is to the effect that 
d.S,(C) e”$ - i(A + B) e”$ = e’“(dS,(C) $ - iA$). 
dS,(C) e”$ -e’“dS2(C) II/ = iI Fk(Xka) $ = iB$. 
so the left side of the foregoing equation can be expressed as 
e”dS,(C) $ - iAe’“$ = e’“(dS,(C)) + - iA$), 
as required. To treat the plyor component, and thereby complete the proof, 
it suffkes to show that 
dP,(C)(A + B) + L(A + B) = dP,(C) A + J.A, 
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inasmuch as $ x $’ is unaffected by gauge transformation. Thus it suffkes 
to show that 0,(C) B+ lB=O. 
To this end, note that 
and that 
Fk(XkB) = c f’dXkf’,W,a), (XkB) Fk=C (XkFj) k(Xja), 
i j 
since the product of any two of the F, vanishes. Now 
d&,(C)B=I,B+~ [FdX,B)-(X,4 Fkl-d[oso~, B], 
k 
where A,, is a matrix that commutes with C (P), and this in turn is 
expressible as 
n,B+Ck[Fk, XkFj] X,-d 
i.k 
. 1 
The last term in this expression involves the evaluation of [osor, Fj]. 
Since F, = ,sj(XJ), where E,, = 1 and sj = - 1 forj= 1, 2, 3, this commutator is 
w,o,o(xj:iw)&j+&j(xjw)oo~w~= -o(xjw)&j+&j(xjw)oswr 
= ~E~(X~O) 0 = -2F,. 
Thus this term is simply 2dB. 
To deal with the middle term, it will be shown that, for all j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
xk CFkv XkFjI =PFj f or an appropriate constant /I. The entire sum then 
becomes (&, + p + 2d) B and so vanishes as required if A,, = - fl- 2d. Direct 
computation will be made of the XkFj, starting with the case j= 0. Then 
F, = -(X,0) W, so that 
X,,F,= -(X+)o-(X0~)2=o,-o+1 
(noting that x200= -wT). Hence F,(X,F,)= -(Xow)w(-~S~T)= 
(X,0) o = - Fo. On the other hand, 
(XoF,,)Fo=(-w,w,)w(X,o)=o(X,o)=F,. 
Thus [F,, X,F,] = -2F,,. 
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Now consider [Fk, X,F,] when k # 0. Then 
x/J, = X,( -(X,u) u) = -(X, X,u) u-(x,0)(x,0) = -(X,u)(X,u), 
noting that X,X,w = 0. Hence 
F,(X,F,)= -u(x,u)(-xou)(xko)= -u(xou)(x,u)2, 
since X,w and X,o anticommute, which in turn equals -w(XOw) = - Fo. 
On the other hand, 
(X,F,,) Fk= -(X,o)(X,w)o= -(X,,w)w= F,,. 
Thus [Fkr X,F,,] = -2F,, and it follows that xi=, [Fk, X,F,,] = -8Fo. 
Next consider [Fkr X, F,] when j # 0. Then 
XkFj=Xk((X,o)o)=(Xkx,O)O+(Xjw)(Xkw). 
If k=O, then X,X,w=O, so that 
F&&F,) = o(&w)(Xjo) = -w(X,,w)‘(X,w) = o(X,w) = -F,. 
If k#O, then writing F,= -o(X,w), X,JF,)= -(X,w)(X,w)-w(X,X,o), 
so that 
F~(~~Fj)=(~~~)~(-(~~~)(~,~))-~(~~~j~) 
= u(Xku)z(Xio) = u(Xjw, = -F,. 
On the other hand, 
(J&F,) F,, = (X,o)(X,o)( -X,o) o = (x,w) w = F,, 
while if k # 0, 
(x,&J Fk= C(x~xjQ-‘)u+ (xjW)(x/zO)I u(--~kW) 
= (xju)(xku)2 0= (X,0) u = cj. 
Thus [Fk, X,F,] = -2F, for all values of j and k, and it follows that the 
middle term is -84 completing the proof. 
18.3. The invariant Lagrangian. The nonlinear partial differential 
equation T(I/I, A) = 0 is both e and gauge-invariant, but the full role of the 
transformations defined above is only apparent when the total 
“Lagrangian” of the coupled spannor-plyor system is considered. In fact, 
the differential equation T( !P, A) = 0 is degenerate in part, determining the 
temporal evolution only modulo evolution in a subbundle. The full quan- 
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tized dynamics is determined formally by the Lagrangian, which, however, 
will here be treated only at the classical evel. 
The Lagrangian L for the coupled system is the sum of the Lagrangian 
L, for the spannors, the Lagrangian L, for the plyors, and the interaction 
Lagrangian Li. Each of these is an integral over space-time of a local mul- 
tilinear expression in the section(s) involved, transforming as an absolute 
scalar under the symmetry group of the theory. This symmetry group is 
here e, but in addition to invariance under e, invariance under gauge 
transformations is here relevant. In connection with L,, a bilinear form on 
the section space is required. This will be given later; for the present 
we shall simply assume given a continuous invariant bilinear form Fb 
on the plyor section space (the topology being the usual one on infinitely 
differentiable sections ). 
DEFINITION. The fermion Lagrangian Lr is 
the integration being over the 4-fold cover of lFl, and dU being 
the a-invariant volume element. The boson Lagrangian L, is 
L,(A ) = - F,((dP,(C) + D) A, A), where D is a constant in each plyor 
order, to be specified later. (Thus D is effectively a diagonal matrix, 
independent of the space-time point, which in each plyor oder is simply 
multiplication by a constant.) The interaction Lagrangian Li is 
the integration being as in the case of L,. 
THEOREM 18.3. The total spannor-plyor Lagrangian is c- and gauge- 
inoariant. 
ProoJ: The boson Lagrangian is trivially c-invariant. The fermion 
Lagrangian is obviously a-invariant. Since the integrand involves an inner 
product in each fiber that is c-invariant, the c-invariance of LI reduces to 
the scale-invariance of the inner product V,, which follows from II. The 
same argument applies to Li, with the inclusion of a scalar product of 
conformal weight 0 coming from the A. Thus the total Lagrangian is 
C-invariant. 
Turning now to the gauge invariance, the effect of a gauge transfor- 
mation on L, yields j (((A + iB) e”$, e”$)) d4 U. This adds 
1 ((iB$, $)) d, U to L,. On the other hand, the effect on Lr yields 
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-j ((dS,(C)e’“~,e’“*))d,U; th’ is adds -J (((e-‘dS,(C)e’-dS,(C)$,IC/)) 
d4 U to L,. Noting the invariant expression for B given above, the effect of 
a gauge transformation on L,+ Li is nil. To conclude the proof it therefore 
suffkes to show the invariance of L, under gauge transformation. 
The invariance of Fb under the representation P, of e, together with its 
continuity, shows that F,(dP,(C) A, A) = F,(A, dP,(C) A), i.e, dP,(C) is 
self-adjoint relative to the form F,,. It follows that in order to show that 
L,(A) is unchanged when A is replaced by A + B, it suffices to show that 
(dP,(C) + D) B= 0, for suitable D of the character described. This, 
however, is the substance of the latter part of the proof of Theorem 18.2. 
Remark. The infinitesimal generator N of the group of gauge transfor- 
mations of the form $ -+ e”$ has integral eigenvalues in a unitary represen- 
tation of the gauge group and is e-invariant in a unitary representation of 
the semidirect product of i? with the gauge group. This semidirect product 
is determined by the indicated action of e on gauges, and such unitary 
representations are presumed to exist in applications to quantum theory. 
Gauge invariance may be correspondingly interpreted physically as conser- 
vation of charge and similar quantities that occur only as integral multiples 
of a fixed unit (e.g., so-called lepton and baryon numbers). 
XIX. QUANTIZATION OF INDUCED BUNDLES 
19.1. Introduction 
Given a positive-energy unitary representation of a Lie group G, the 
corresponding canonical field of multiparticle states is readily constructed. 
If G is the group, U the representation, and H the Hilbert space (the so- 
called “single-particle space”), then the field Hilbert space K is the direct 
sum of all symmetrized or anti-symmetrized powers of H, depending on 
whether boson or fermion quantization is involved. The group G acts 
canonically by the direct sum of all corresponding powers of the represen- 
tation U. Canonical commutation relations or anticommutation relations 
for field operators Q(x) associated with vectors x in H are obtained from 
the imaginary or real parts of the inner product in H: 
C@(x), @(.~)lziIm((x,y)) or C~(x),~(~..)l+=Re((x,r!)). 
The action of G on K is again positive-energy, and there is a unique lowest- 
energy state, the vacuum vector in K, represented by a unit vector in the 
0th power of H, which is invariant under G. One has well-defined 
“creation” and “annihilation” operators, “number of particle” operators, 
etc. 
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If the representation is nonunitary, little of this applies. In a crucial 
special case, parts of the formalism can be extended, but not in the most 
obvious way. To take for illustrative purposes the case of boson fields, in 
the case of certain symplectic representations S (i.e., those preserving 
Im(( ., .)) there is a natural extended action of S to K, but it is not simply 
the direct sum of the symmetrized powers as earlier. Even this result 
is restricted to the case of nearly unitary symplectic representations, 
in the sense that the commutator of U(g) with i is required to be 
Hilbert-Schmidt-a condition that rarely obtains in practice and virtually 
never in the case of open simple Lie groups. Moreover, another fundamen- 
tal obstacle to “quantization” is the lack of invariant symplectic structures 
(or orthogonal structure in the fermion case). 
Analysis of these problems has shown that it is more natural and 
generally effective to treat real rather than complex representations. Taking 
again the case of boson fields, instead of a complex Hilbert space H one 
begins with a real symplectic space L, say, with given nondegenerate 
antisymmetric form A. A quantization for (L, A, U(.), G) is then defined to 
consist of a system (K ,@, f, v) in which K is a complex Hilbert space, @ is 
a mapping from L to the self-adjoint operators on K such that 
C@(-Y), @( ~~11 = i Al-y, .r) (X,.v)EL) 
(more exactly in the sense that the Weyl relations hold; see below), a 
unitary representation f of G on K of positive energy, and a unit vector u 
that is invariant under the r(g) and cyclic for the field operators Q(x). The 
basic theory is to the effect that, modulo certain niceties and assuming the 
representation U to be adequately nontrivial, such a quantization exists if 
and only if the representation U(.) is unitarizable with positive energy. 
That is, it is possible to imbed L as a real-linear subspace in a complex 
Hilbert space H in such a way that A(x, J) corresponds to Im( (x, y )) and 
that U(g) is pre-unitary and has a nonnegative self-adjoint generator for 
the time evolution subgroup. Moreover, when the quantization is possible 
at all, it is unique within unitary equivalence, and similarly for positive- 
energy unitarizations of the symplectic representation II. 
The induced actions of e on the bundles treated here are never 
preunitary, but this formulation applies to those composition factors in real 
bundles that admit a positive-energy unitary structure (cf. below). In order 
to quantize the entire section space of a bundle, it appears necessary to use 
C*-algebraic quantization. Originally developed to provide a substitute 
for the Stone-von Neumann theorem in infinite systems, this permits 
quantization of a quite general class of real symplectic or orthogonal 
representations in a way that is unique, agrees essentially with the earlier 
described quantization applicable to the case of positive-energy unitary 
representations, and will be used here. 
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19.2. Boson Quantization of Real Bundles 
Let L denote the section space of a real bundle over a compact 
homogeneous space M= G/H induced from a real representation of H. 
Assume given a nondegenerate antisymmetric bilinear form A on L that is 
invariant under the action of G on L. For example, L may be the direct 
sum of a bundle L’ with its dual L”, in which case there is a natural A 
on L: 
A(4 Of, d’@f’) = j- U-(&(-Y)) -f’(tj(x))] dx; $4 E L’,fE L”. 
M 
Assume further that there exists a real positive definite symmetric form on 
L relative to which A is bounded; e.g., in the case of L’ @ L”, any form 
defining the L,-topology will suffice. Then there exist Weyl systems over 
(L, A), where this is defined as a pair (K, W) consisting of a complex 
Hilbert space K and a map W from L to the unitary operators on K that is 
continuous and such that 
W(z) W(f) = e 1;2rA(=. z’) w(z + zl) (z, z’ arbitrary in L). 
When L is infinite-dimensional, as here contemplated, the Stone- 
von Neumann does not apply, and there is no unicity within unitary 
equivalence for such Weyl systems, even assuming irreducibility of K under 
the W(z). There is, however, a unique associated C*-algebra, which acts as 
an effective nveloping algebra, the Weyl algebra W over (L, A), defined as 
follows; W is the uniform closure of the union of the W*-algebras 
generated by the W(z) as z ranges over arbitrary finite-dimensional sub- 
spaces of L. If (K’, W’) is any other Weyl system over (L, A), there exists a 
unique C*-isomorphism from W onto the corresponding algebra W’ that 
carries W(z) into W’(z), for all z E L. The Weyl algebra W(L, A) is defined 
as the unique algebraic (automatically C*-) equivalence class of such Weyl 
representation algebras W, relative to isomorphisms in which the respective 
W(z) correspond. 
The group G then has a canonical action a(.) on the algebra W, where 
a(g) is defined as the unique automorphism that carries W(z) into 
W( V(g) z), for all z E L (g E G). States and their temporal evolution or 
transformation properties under G are well-defined in accordance with C*- 
algebraic quantum phenomenology, but there is no unique Hilbert space 
on which W is represented. Some substitute is needed in order to treat the 
concept of particle and define occupation numbers, which are important 
for making the connection with experiment. To illustrate the concrete 
issues involved, the following example is given. 
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EXAMPLE. Even for a scalar bundle in one dimension the relation of the 
Weyl algebra to the factors need not be trivial. To present an example 
illustrating the foregoing, let L be the direct sum of the section spaces of 
the real scalar bundles over S’, of weight 0 and 1, as transformed by 
SU( 1, 1) in the usual way, say L = L,@ L,. A generic section takes the 
formf(8)@g(B) do, and an invariant symplectic structure is given in L by 
the equation 
A($, 7 42) = j+ [If,(e) she) -fAti) g,(fl)l do. 
0 
The symplectic representation (L, A, G, V), where G = SU( 2, 2) and V 
denotes the indicated action, is not stably unitarizable, since the l-dimen- 
sional space of all real constant in Lo is not contained in any invarjant sub- 
space of two real dimensions. However, it has three factors, each of which 
is stably unitarizable. Taking the direct sum of the l-dimensional space of 
all constants in Lo with all of L, as the subspace M, the quotient of M 
modulo the radical N has two real dimensions, and the action of G thereon 
is trivial. It is thus symplectically equivalent to the trivial representation of 
G in a l-dimensional complex space, with (a, b) = at?. 
The other two factors represent a particle-antiparticle pair. They are 
presented here in the form in which both are positive-energy, and each is a 
copy of the positive-energy component of the unitary representation of G 
on the decomposable complex scalar bundle of weight i. Consider the 
direct sum of all of Lo with the subspace L’, of L, of l-forms whose integral 
over S’ vanishes. The radical then consists only of the real constants in Lo. 
The quotient space modulo the radical may then be identified with vectors 
in L of the form f(0) @g(e) de, where the representative f(0) has been 
normalized by requiring that Jf(e) dtl =O, with the understanding that 
the group action is modulo constants, and l g(0) de = 0, a G-invariant 
condition. This symplectic space may now be given a complex structure, on 
the basis of which the action of G will be unitarized. Specifically, letfand g 
have the forms 
f(e) = C a,e”“; g(0) = c b,eine (a-,,=&, b-,,=b,,) 
tl#O n#O 
(f@g representing an arbitrary element of L, @ L’,). Let J denote the 
linear transformation 
fog- - ,n;o In]-’ b,eime@ 1 InI unehe, 
nfo 
which is continuous in the C” topology. Our claim is now that .I is a 
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symplectic, G-invariant, positive complex structure in the space Q. That 
it is a complex structure, J2 = -Z, is immediate, and that it is positive, 
i.e., A(J& 4) > 0, follows from the observation that if f’ Og’ is 
another element of Q, then A(f@g,f’@g’)=x,, (+a,&+aLb;,), so that 
A(J(f+g), (f+g))=Cn (InI la,/‘+ (r~-‘lb,(~). To show that it is 
G-invariant, it suffices to show that it is infinitesimally invariant, or that it 
commutes with the action of the three generators of the Lie algebra of G, 
which as vector fields on S’ take the forms d/&?, sin @~/VII), and 
cos @a/%). Invariance under a/8 is obvious, and it will sufftce to treat the 
case of sin 13(~?/83), the case of cos 0(8/80) being similar. 
It will s&ice to treat the cases in which f(0) = e’;” and g = 0, and 
that in which J= 0 and g(8) = eine (these functions are not real but real 
linear combinations of them form the relevant real functions). Setting 
~+4 =f@O, then Jc$ =O@ InJ eins &I, which is mapped by the action of 
sin e(a/ae) into [ (nlsin @(inP) + c0s 0 fP] de = (Inl/Z)[(n + 1) e”” + “’ + 
( -n + 1) e”” ~ ““1 de. On the other hand, eine @ 0 is mapped by sin 0(8/&3) 
into sin &in) ei”‘@O= (,/2)[,i(rrf”0-e”“-“H] +O, which is mapped by J 
into O@(n/2)[ln+ l(e”“+““- (n- llei’“P’“e], which coincides with the 
product in the opposite direction since n # 0. Similarly, if 4 = 0 @g de with 
g = erno, then Jc$ = - InI -‘eirrO, and this is mapped by sin @a/#) into 
- ln( ~ ’ sin e(in) e’“” = (sgn n) $[eilH + ‘)’ - e”” ~ “e]. On the other hand, 
sin e(a/ae) carries o@gde into 0 0 [in sin &@ + eiHe cos e] dtJ = 
O@f[(n+ l)e”“+“‘+ (--n+ 1) e”“-“‘1 de, which is carried by J into 
f[sgn(n + 1) e”“+ I”+ sgn( -n + 1) e’(“+ ““I, which agrees with the result 
in the other order since n ~0. 
Finally, it is immediate that J is symplectic. It follows that the action of 
G is unitarizable, on the indicated space. Moreover, it is immediate that it 
is of positive energy. The unitary representation obtained is the direct sum 
of two irreducible constituents, which are interchanged by “time reversal,” 
8 + -8, and represent a particle-antiparticle pair in physical terms. 
19.3. Real Spannors and Plyors 
In the suitably defined real spannors and plyors, the canonical procedure 
of forming the direct sum of a real section space with its dual is not needed, 
the real section spaces as they arise already having symmetric or antisym- 
metric forms. The quantization procedure is otherwise the same as 
indicated earlier and by avoiding the doubling of dimensions involved in 
direct summing with the dual, a physically inappropriate duplication of 
states is avoided. In this section we detail the fundamental symmetric form 
in the real spannor space and antisymmetric form in the real plyor space. 
When integrated with suitable attention to their respective conformal 
weights and duals, the relevant bilinear forms for quantization are 
obtained. 
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The real structures are most directly obtained by using the real forms 
of the Clifford numbers, at the cost of losing the simple representation of 
72 as the direct sum of the invariant subspaces X + and E -. We denote 
the real forms by primes: 0; = S-‘ojS (j= - 1, O,..., 4, 5) where 
fBg=OJ -l”OwIw2w3w4~ Similarly, C’(g) = S ~ ‘C( g ) S. By direct com- 
putation, S is an isometry with respect to the form ((., .)) on E:. In the 
conventional spinor case, real spinors are referred to as Majorana spinors, 
but to avoid possible confusion we call the foregoing representation the 
real spannor representation. 
THEOREM 19.3.1. In the real spannor representation, C’ takes the .form K. 
In the real subspace X’ of Z consisting of vectors invariant under C’, there 
exist real-linear operators P’ and T’ that respectively implement 7t and r for 
the real restriction representation Z:’ of c: Cr( g) = Z( g)lX;‘. These operators 
may be normalized to satisfy P” = I= T” and are then unique within sign, 
and moreover commute. 
There is on E.’ a unique (within a constant factor) nondegenerate real sym- 
metric form F that is invariant under the representation Z’, namely, 
F(u, v) = ((u, v)) (u, v) E ,Y). There is within sign a unique real-linear 
operator J on Z’ such that J2 = -I and F( Ju, Jv) = F( u. v) for arbitraty 
u, v E 27. 
Proof Let A denote the algebra of all real-linear transformations on Z;’ 
that commute with all Z’(g) on this real subspace. Any such transfor- 
mation can be complexified in an obvious way to a complex-linear trans- 
formation on all of ZZ that commutes with all Z(g). As determined earlier, 
all such transformations are of the form a+ ho; for suitable complex 
scalars a and b. But in order to leave C’ invariant, this transformation must 
commute with K, which implies that ti + 6~9; = a + bw;. which by the linear 
independence of I and o; implies in turn that a and b must be real. Thus A 
consists only of the transformations of the form a + bol,, where a and b are 
real. 
By direct computation, the earlier given P and T transform as follows 
under S: 
SIPS= -o*@azO -azoo~ 
S-‘TS=(02@a2@02@a2) x. 
Thus each of the transforms differs by the factor i from a real transfor- 
mation implementing the corresponding automorphism. Removing this 
factor leaves transformations that equally implement R and T, have squares 
equal to I, and commute. Among real such transformations they are unique 
within a factor of the form a + bw;, where a and b are real. But 
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(a + b~$)’ = a2 - b2 -t 2abw;, which can equal I only if a = f 1 and b = 0. 
Thus the normalized real P and Tare unique within signs. As a notational 
matter, we note that P’ and I” differ slightly from the transforms of P and 
T by S. 
Since C is a conjugation, (( C’U, C’V )) = ((u, u)) (where c’ = SP ‘CS). 
This shows that ((u, 0)) is a real symmetric form on Z’, and it is evidently 
invariant under the representation Y and nondegenerate. Any other real 
symmetric form that is invariant, say 4, must be of the form 
&u, v) = F( TM, u), where T is a real-linear operator that is invariant under 
C’. Such an operator must be of the form T= a + bw;, with real scalars a 
and b. Now w5 preserves the form (( ., .)), which implies that o; preserves 
the form ((., .)). Hence w; is orthogonal with respect o the real quadratic 
form F. If T2 = -I, then a = 0 and b = + 1, showing the unicity of an 
invariant orthogonal complex structure, within sign, on E’. 
Having an invariant orthogonal complex structure in a real orthogonal 
space permits its complex indefinite Hilbertization in such a way that the 
group action becomes quasi-unitary, the real part of the inner product 
being the given real symmetric form. We refer to this process as “complex 
Hilbertization” and note the 
COROLLARY 19.3.2. With the introduction of the complex structure f J 
into X:’ and the complex inner product 
Z’ becomes a quasi-unitary representation of c on E’ that is quasi-uniturily 
equivalent to .Z*:. 
For the real spannor fields, the restriction of the form treated in the 
preceding section provides an appropriate invariant symmetric form 
for quantization. c then acts as a natural group of automorphisms of the 
Clifford algebra over the section space with this real form. 
19.4. The Real Plyors 
The real plyors (at a point) may be identified either with the tensor 
product of the real spannors with themselves or with the algebra of all real 
linear transformations on the real spannor space Z’. In this real spannor 
space 17, there is a natural invariant anti-symmetric form 
Q(A, B) = tr(o; AB+), 
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w; being computed as the real matrix 
which direct computation shows is skew-adjoint relative to the form 
K.7 .>>. 
For plyor fields (sections), this form does not integrate to a c-invariant 
one, but only to a R-invariant one. The plyor bundle is of degree 0 and 
does not couple with itself invariantly without the use of additional struc- 
ture. More specifically, if D’ is a c-invariant operator from V. into V,, and 
if D = D’ x I,, then 
B’(A, B) = j- Q(DA, B) d4U 
will be scale invariant by virtue of the degree 4 character of DA and 
the degree 0 character of B. This form is also g-invariant, and hence 
G-invariant. 
The existence of an appropriate operator D’ is derivable from [7] and is 
treated in more general form in [20]. In an arbitrary Einstein frame, 
$I = R’ x S3, it takes the following form, pointed out by B. 0rsted, 
D’ = (~j~t)” + 2(2 - A)(S/&)’ + A’, 
where t is the Einstein time and A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S3. 
The resulting form Sz’ provides a basis for the formation of the Weyl 
algebra over PO/R, where R is the radical of the form. The presence of a 
radical appears to be an inevitable concomitant of a gauge theory and is 
already present in classical QED, where it takes the form of the subspace of 
l-forms satisfying Maxwell’s equations and having zero invariant norm. 
The detailed structure of the present radical and its role in interaction will 
be left for later study. 
The plyors also admit the real symmetric form whose integrand is 
tr((DA) B+). Corresponding to the Hilbertizable structure in S,, their 
natural topological structure is that of bounded linear operators on S,, in 
the weak operator topology in which K-finite elements will be dense. Such 
operators admit a universal invariant symmetric form on a dense sub- 
algebra, namely, those that are Hilbert-Schmidt, which remains meaningful 
in the Hilbertizable context. However, no locul such operator, in the sense 
of commuting with multiplications by functions on the base space, will 
be Hilbert-Schmidt, so that this universal form is inapplicable to plyor 
sections. 
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19.5. Algebraic Quantization of the Spannor-Plyor System 
There are two main problems in quantization of bundles in a way that is 
mathematically natural on the one hand and physically appropriate on the 
other, in the sense of reducing to conventionally established procedures in 
limiting relativistic cases. The most serious is the indecomposability already 
alluded to. Somewhat less serious, here at least because of the specific 
forms of the composition series for the spannors, is the occurrence of fac- 
tors that are unstable, or tachyonic. Both of these problems may be 
resolved by giving a fundamental position to the maximal compact sub- 
group iz. This is normal usage in the theory of semisimple groups and is 
suggested by a physical interpretation [S]. One might hope alternatively to 
use the Poincare subgroup, on which relativistic theory is based, but 
restriction to this subgroup does not result in complete reducibility for the 
spannor and plyor section spaces. However, physical states as labelled by 
Poincare quantum numbers may be alternatively labelled in terms of the 
K-quantum numbers. Following this, their temporal evolution in ti, as 
represented by the corresponding one-parameter subgroup of R, is deter- 
mined-rigorously in the case of the free motion, and only formally, at 
present, in the case of the putative motion corresponding to the earlier 
given interaction Lagrangian. The evolved state may then be relabelled in 
terms of the Poincare quantum numbers, making the connection with the 
relativistic analysis. 
Here we present only the abstract setting for this procedure. For 
simplicity we treat explicitly only the case of complex plyors, the oher cases 
being closely parallel modulo the previous analysis here. 
THEOREM 19.51. Let there be given a maximal chain of e-invariant 
subspaces P,cP1c ... in the complex plyor section space. In each 
corresponding factor let Aj (j = 1, 2, . ..) denote a corresponding c-invariant 
real antisymmetric form, continuous in the topology earlier indicated. Let L 
denote the direct sum of if-invariant complementary subspaces L, to the Pi in 
the Pj+, (j=O, 1, 2, . ..). and let A denote the direct sum of the restrictions of 
the Aj to the Lj. 
The R operates canonically as an automorphism group of the C*- Weyl 
algebra W over (L/R, A’), where R is the radical of A and A’ the 
corresponding form on the quotient. L is the R-invariant direct sum of stable 
and tachyonic subspaces (respectively unitarizable with positive energy and 
inner product having A as imaginary part, and otherwise). 
Let L, denote the stable subspace of L, as a complex Hilbert space, and let 
W, denote the subalgebra of W generated by L,. For any regular state of W, 
and any orthonormal basis of L,, the corresponding boson field occupation 
numbers are representable by random variables on a probability measure 
space, consistently with the expectation values given by the state. 
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ProoJ: See [ llA] and the references given there regarding the C*- 
algebraic quantization of boson fields. The proof is straightforward on the 
basis of methods detailed in these references and general properties of 
representations of compact groups. Note that although iz is not compact, 
its action on the spannor and plyor section spaces living on the 4-fold 
cover of R is identical to that of a compact quotient group. We recall that 
if e is any unit vector in L,, and if P denotes the projection on the one- 
dimensional subspace spanned by e, then the self-adjoint generator of the 
liftup to the quantized field Hilbert space of the one-parameter group 
generated by P is the occupation number of the state represented by e. 
Remark. The present work does not propose definite particle 
assignments to specific section subspaces, but there are certain assignments 
that appear virtually inescapable and that appear useful in establishing a 
direction of research. The photon is clearly identified with the minimal 
stable factors in the plyors of degrees 2 and 4, which are interchanged by 
ok ; the plyors of degree 2 or 4 and of weight 1 are bundle equivalent to the 
real l-forms, and the cited subspace then consists of the solutions of 
Maxwell’s equations. The neutrinos appear to be rather clearly represented 
by the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 3 factors of the spannors. If the electron 
and positron are identified with the Gelfand-Kirillov factors of dimension 4 
representing a quotient of the (Lorentz, but not ?) invariant subspace of 
conformal weight i, their interaction with the photon as given here would 
be c-invariant and nonvanishing, in the form ((A$, I/I)). For the weight $ 
subspace or for neutrinos this form vanishes with photon wave functions 
for A. These assignments uggest hat the other two stable unitary factors 
in the plyor subbundle including the photon represent he electroweak W 
and Z bosons. All of these assignments are for bare particles, their physical 
masses being determined extrinsically in accordance with Mach’s principle; 
cf. [llB]. 
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